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It is with pride and humility I take over
the role as President of the GA, and I
would imagine these were some of the
same emotions felt by my predecessors.
I have been on the GA Council for four
years and principally engaged with the
GA Student Symposium (GASS). During
this period, I have had the opportunity to
learn a great deal from former
Presidents, Colin Prosser and Haydon
Bailey who, with the benefit of their GA
experience, have proved invaluable
mentors during the past two years and I
anticipate will continue to be so in the
future. In fact, Colin remains on Council
as a VP and Conservation Officer a
relevant and vital role in the GA.

In my experience on Council so far,
when unpredicted events occur there is
much expertise and wisdom to be drawn upon. Our task is
to be proactive and endeavour to anticipate outcomes rather
than being purely a reactive organisation. During a period of
technological change, the intention is to ensure the GA
remains vibrant and accessible to its membership as well as
relevant and, of course, financially viable.

After the energy of our May Council meeting, the AGM,
Awards ceremony and the President’s lecture, just two
weeks later we hosted the GA Student Symposium
(GASS2018) at Burlington House on the 25th of May. There
was a wonderfully eclectic mix of presentations and posters
from individuals representing ten institutions from Charles
University in Prague in the east to Cardiff University in the
west; Plymouth University in the south to Aberdeen
University in the north. In all there were about 80 delegates
and, in terms of technical quality and presentation ability,
this outstanding event is truly unique in the calendar. As at
the initial GASS event we are really grateful for the support
of both Prof. Iain Stewart as Keynote and to the sponsors. 

I would  encourage the GA membership to consider
attending this event next year – it is not a student event for
students. It is much more than that, as the GA’s “Spring
Conference” it is a great opportunity for the membership to
hear from our geological pioneers of the future. This year we
learnt about leading-edge research on Salt Tectonics;
Magmatic Ni-Cu-PGE Sulphide prospectively; what machine
learning can  do for geoscience, and much more. An
important note for your diary - next year’s GASS event will
be at Burlington House on the 17th of May 2019 - I do hope
it gets your support and attendance, after all the presenters
are GA members of the future! 

Over the summer there is much activity continuing behind
the scenes involved in planning field excursions and our key
autumn events – ‘The Geology of Mordor’ on 20th - 21st of
October 2018 at the University of Birmingham and the
Lapworth Museum of Geology; and then the Festival of
Geology at UCL on  3rd - 4th of November 2018. 

For the GA Autumn Conference both Jon Clatworthy and

Graham Worton have put together a
fascinating programme of lectures
exploring the geology and mineral
wealth of the Black Country, which
powered the workshop of the world and
inspired iconic art and literature. There
are two field excursions to Wrens Nest
and to Coal Measures Geology of the
Black Country; in addition to a Building
Stones Tour of Birmingham City centre. 

Incidentally we are already planning
the GA Autumn Conference 2019;
working closely with a team from
Manchester Geologists’ Association
(Cathy Hollis and Jane Michael)
regarding hosting the event at the
University of Manchester.

The Festival of Geology in London has
some familiar fixtures; Local Group

stalls, lecture programme, photographic competition and
Discovery Hall (Rockwatch); but there will also be a Moon
Rocks exhibition, which is supported by the Science and
Technology Facilities Council. (www.stfa.ac.uk)  

In July I met with Richard Hughes the GSL Executive
Secretary, our discussions ranged from GDPR to
Safeguarding Policy to progress on a revised Field Work
Code. We also discussed the desire to build on the energy of
GASS (which is supported by the GSL). 

On July 14th as the country was in the midst of World Cup
fever I facilitated the GA Presidential field trip to
Berkhamsted, – visiting two RIGs sites and one SSSI. The
excursion was in part replicating trips made by the GA and
Hertfordshire Natural History Society in 1883, 1911 and
1919. These early excursions tied in with trains from Euston
to Berkhamsted and Boxmoor. Their objective was to visit
the Hertfordshire Bourne and witness the stream through
this winterbourne appreciating the relationship between,
annual rainfall distribution and quantity, the chalk geology
and vegetation cover. The exposure at Little Heath,
Berkhamsted was detailed in a GSL paper by Charles Gilbert
characterising the sands and gravels resting on the chalk
and speculating on their age – Pliocene (a Red Crag facies
2.2-2.6Ma). On this occasion Clive Maton who has been
involved in the re-excavation of the site in 2012 provided a
fascinating overview of the site history and current
geological interpretation. The early trips finished at
Berkhamsted Castle followed by “tea in the Crown Hotel for
1/-” (not the case at present as The Crown Hotel is now a
Wetherspoons undergoing refurbishment). This year’s trip
visited the three sites by car – a century ago the hardy folk
covered about 6 miles on foot.

I am looking forward to my spell as GA President and aim
to continue the good work delegated to me by my
predecessors. Importantly the Council will work to ensure
the GA is of benefit to the membership and adapt where
necessary. I look forward to seeing you at our autumn
events.

FROM THE PRESIDENT Mr Nicholas Pierpoint
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The new Data Protection Regulations still continue to
occupy Council time. We have now destroyed the remaining
‘Green Books’ of Rules and List of Members published in 2016
containing members’ addresses. Before the talk on 1st July
we held a short Special General Meeting to tweak the Rules
of the Association to reflect small adjustments to our Awards.
At that meeting a show of hands indicated that the members
present would find it useful to retain the list of Members and
the date they joined when we republish the Rules later this
year. If you would prefer that we do not include your name
please notify Sarah in the office. WE ASSURE YOU THAT NO
ADDRESSES WILL BE PUBLISHED. In the meantime the

updated Rules of the Association are available on the website
under About/About the GA. 

The President has detailed the upcoming GA events in his
Report. The booking form for the 2018 Conference on 19th -
21st October 2018 can be found electronically on the website
(https://geologistsassociation.org.uk/conferences) and in
paper format on the back of the address label. We do hope

to see a large number of members attending. The annual
Festival of Geology will be particularly exciting this year with
actual rocks from the Moon on show!

Council is working on a formal protocol for field trips both
in the UK and overseas. Details have to be finalised and will
be posted on the GA website in due course. In the meantime,
Council has decided that all those attending Overseas Trips
should be encouraged to become GA Members. For day trips
we charge £5 a day for non-members and in most cases this
daily charge extended to overseas would come to £30 or
more; the equivalent cost of an Associate Membership for the
year. Places are allocated on a strictly ‘first-come, first

served’ basis with priority initially given to
members. When booking we always ask for
Emergency Numbers but not many members
supply one. Please be diligent in doing so to
save time when signing in on the day. Please
also ensure that Sarah has your up-to-date
contact details. UK trips for 2019 are
currently in the planning stage and details
will be published in the December GA
Magazine and on the website. Owing to the
popularity of the trips to Morocco and The
Shetland Isles in 2018, both these trips will
run again in 2019. See the Circular and
website for details and other overseas trips
that are in the pipeline. In the meantime
there will be three trips in the London area
related to the Festival of Geology. On the
Sunday there will be a building stones walk
from Hyde Park Corner in the morning, led
by Matt Loader, and a geotrail around
Greenwich Park in the afternoon with
members of the London Geodiversity
Partnership. In addition Ian and Ros Mercer
(Essex Rock and Mineral Society) will lead a
trip around Hadleigh Park where a newly
conserved section in the Bagshot Sand has
been made possible as a result of the
Olympic Legacy funds. These trips are open
to all and no additional £5 will be charged for
non-members. Please see p.35 for details. 

Earth Science Week 2018 falls from 6th -
14th October. GA Groups are encouraged to
organise outreach events during this week
and many of them usually do. Be sure to
notify the Geological Society so that the
information can be included on their website:
www.geolsoc.org.uk/earthscienceweek. You

will find a form to complete with the details. For those of you
who wish just to celebrate Earth Science Week on your own
or with friends, apart from the organised events, there are
also links to self-guided Geotrails. Additional trails can be
found on the BGS interactive map: www.bgs.ac.uk/
discoveringGeology/geologyOfBritain/geoBritainMap with
further details listed under regions on the GA website (see 

REPORT FROM COUNCIL By: Diana Clements

Figure 1: The Lapworth Museum Main Hall
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The Lapworth Museum will be host to the Conference Dinner at the
GA conference in Birmingham on Saturday 20th October 2018. The
Geology of Mordor: exploring the incredible geology and mineral
wealth of the Black Country, that powered the ‘workshop of the

world’ and inspired iconic art and literature. 
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We welcome the following new members to the Geologists’ Association:
Elected June 2018 – September 2018

Matthew Carson Michael Caulfield Jon Clatworthy Alison Hendry
Paul Kievenaar Almudena Sanchez De La Muela Liam O'Flynn
Michael  Regan Chris Sondermann Jonathan Paul Turner

Deaths
During the past three months we have been made aware of the death of the following members:

                                                    Howard Bartlett                    Charles Golding

Please notify us of any members that have died that you are aware of. We are always keen for short obituaries and/or a
photograph - so if you feel you would like to write one, please get in touch with the office.

Publications/Geotrails & Building Stone Walks). Following the
interest shown in the other outreach initiative, organised by
the Earth Science Education Forum in 2018, GeoWeek, dates
of May 4th - 14th have been suggested for 2019. Keep your
eye on the website for updates: www.bgs.ac.uk/
geoweek/home.html. 

The GA offers a number of Research Awards, mainly for
students, but also for non-student Members. They include
grants for attending meetings. The deadline is 15th
November. See further details on the website and the
advertisement on p.26.

Our Treasurer recommended to Council that there is no
need to increase subscriptions when they become due in
November 2018. Individual letters will be sent to members
either by email, or if we do not have an email for you, by
post. Please could those members who have not already
completed their Confirmation of Details form please do so
(required under the Data Protection Regulations). It can be

found on the GA website under About/About the GA:
https://geologistsassociation.org.uk/about.  Note: Email
communication saves the GA a lot of money.

Council operates by a variety of sub-committees: Executive,
Publications, Investments, Curry Fund and Rockwatch. Since
the AGM in May another sub-committee has been added –
Outreach. The committee has a broad remit and it now
embraces the 'communication ' element which used to fall
within the Publications Committee. Social media activities are
therefore now included in the Outreach Committee
responsibilities - website to Twitter.  These support and help
promote the main activities which include GA Annual
Conference, GA Student Symposium (GASS), Festival of
Geology, SchoolRocks! and other education matters and
GEOLAB, all of which endeavour to increase the GA
membership. The full list of these and other sub-committees
such as the Awards Panel, GA Magazine Production Team and
GA Student Symposium convenors are on the GA website.

THE GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATION (GDPR)

Very many thanks to all those who have completed and returned their Confirmation of Details forms. This will enable 
the GA to continue communicating with you about forthcoming events and other news items.

The new law came into force on 25th May 2018 and after that date all members will continue to receive GA publications 
and official notices.  We need to ensure that our records are up to date so if you haven't yet completed the form please 
do so. 

The GA Privacy Policy is available on the GA website alongside the Confirmation of Details form: 
https://geologistsassociation.org.uk/about/. Please be assured that the GA never passes on your details to a 3rd party 
except to enable it to mail out GA publications.
You can complete the form electronically and return to: admin@geologistsassociation.org.uk
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GA COUNCIL September 2018

OFFICERS

President: Nicholas Pierpoint president@geologistsassociation.org.uk 

Senior Vice-President: Dr Colin Prosser

Vice Presidents: Professor David Bridgland (Chair of Publications Committee) 

Dr Liam Gallagher (GA Magazine editor) gamagazine@geologistsassociation.org.uk

Treasurer: Dr Graham Williams treasurer@geologistsassociation.org.uk

General Secretary: Diana Clements

POSTHOLDERS 

Curry Fund & Awards Committee: Dr Haydon Bailey 
SchoolRocks!

Student Liason & Social Media: Dr Rebecca Bell

Rockwatch Chairman: Susan Brown Rockwatch@geologistsassociation.org.uk

Minutes Secretary: Dr Sandy Colville-Stewart

Secretary to Publications Committee: Prof. John Cosgrove

Education Matters: Nikki Edwards

UK Field Meetings Secretary:  Graham Hickman  fieldmeetings@geologistsassociation.org.uk

Archivist & Curry Fund Secretary: Dr Jonathan Larwood

Meetings Secretary: Dr Michael Oates

Librarian: Sara Osman

Overseas Field Meetings Secretary: Dr Ian Sutton

Co-opted: Guides Editor: Professor Susan Marriott 

Co-opted: Awards Panel Secretary: Barbara Cumbers awards@geologistsassociation.org.uk

NON-COUNCIL POSTHOLDERS

Proceedings Editor-in-Chief: Prof. Malcolm Hart

Executive Secretary: Sarah Stafford admin@geologistsassociation.org.uk 

ORDINARY MEMBERS OF COUNCIL

Alison Barraclough, Adrian Champion, Jon Clatworthy (co-opted 2018 conference), John Cooper (co-opted Facebook), 
Rhian Kendall, Gerald Lucy (co-opted Photo competition & fliers), Dr Lucia Perez-Diaz, Dr Thomas Phillips (co-opted 
student representative), David Ward      
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The Geologists’ Association 
Annual Conference 2018
The Geology of ‘Mordor’

Exploring the incredible geology and mineral wealth of
the Black Country, that powered the ‘workshop of the world’ and inspired

iconic art and literature  
Provisional Programme

Friday 19th October

Saturday 20th October

Sunday 21st October

For further information and registration:

Topics/speakers to date:

Speaker (tbc): 
Colin Knipe: 
Ben Evans: 

Conference Dinner  

Range of excursions to include:
The limestone geology and fossils of the Black Country

The Coal Measures geology of the Black Country Coalfield
The Building Stones of Birmingham City Centre

Visit; www.geologistsassociation.org.uk 
or email: conference@geologistsassociation.org.uk 
Registration opens 1st April 2018
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We have biodiversity which is the
recognition of the diversity of wildlife and
trying to conserve all that, but equally
important is geodiversity (a concept that
has come forward in the last 20 years). We
have an incredible variety in this country
and the objective is to identify and
preserve this.

Geoconservation is the action of doing
something about this:

• protecting, conserving or
managing sites  

• promoting geology including
awareness raising activities, as if we want
it protected we need people to value it and
they will only do so if they understand it  

• recording and the rescue of data
or specimens from features and sites
threatened with loss or damage

Colin then briefly recapped on last year’s address1 which
looked at how geoconservation originated before considering
where we are now. We still have our Sites of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI), the backbone of conservation in Great
Britain, internationally admired and they give a strong degree
of protection to many geological features. They are
underpinned by the Geological Conservation Review. But
there are still threats and damage, and it is sometimes quite
difficult to argue the case for protecting these sites when it
comes up against other challenges, even though each of the
2010 sites has legal protection.

The establishment of Local Geological Sites (‘formerly’
Regionally important Geological Sites (RIGS) series was a
major success and there are now about 4400 sites protected.
These sites are identified and described by local groups and
notified to the local planning authority who put them into
their local plans. So, although they don’t have strong legal
protection they should be taken into account. They are not
just about science, they can be about education, historical or
aesthetic value. Groups have sprung up all around the
country to look after these sites including, local groups,
‘trusts’, local communities, champions groups and GA groups.
There is co-ordination from umbrella groups e.g.
Geoconservation UK and the Geology Trust who provide
advice and try and get consistency.

Another big area that has taken off since 2000 is the
UNESCO Global Geoparks and the UNESCO World Heritage
Sites. Geoparks are large areas of internationally important
geology set within the landscape which are managed to use
that geology to try and promote sustainable development,
social and economic benefits for all. It is a bottom-up
approach, starting with a local community saying we think
our area is important and we would like to do more to
promote it. There are currently around 127 in 35 countries,
with regular conferences where all sorts of aspects are
considered and regular training events. Funded often through

Regional Government as a way of
generating tourism. They have cottoned on
that geology is a real asset and that if
managed properly and promoted can bring
people in.

There are seven in the UK, Shetland,
Forest Fawe part of the Brecon Beacons,
English Rivera which is the Tor Bay area,
GeoMon-Ang lesey, North Pennines, North
West Highlands and Marble Arch in
Northern Ireland. With another two
considerations going through at the
moment, Lochaber in Scotland and the
Black Country proposed geopark, which
will be one of the field trips for this year’s
GA Conference. In addition, we have two
World Heritage Sites, the Antrim Coast
including the Giants Causeway and the
Jurassic Coast.

In terms of geoconservation techniques/ documentation
there has been a lot happening here as well. The PGA has
published several papers exploring the principles and practice
of geoconservation. There is also Earth Heritage, which looks
at good practice and Geo-Heritage which focuses on a whole
range of aspects around geo-tourism. There is a lot of
guidance on how to manage sites, getting geology protected
alongside development proposals, as well as textbooks.

Raising public awareness has continued and that is a place
where we all need to do more. The GA has a vital role in this,
whether through the interpretation panels, GA guides, social
media, earth caching or champions projects.

But we live in a changing world, population pressures,
development proposals, demand for resources, climate
change - particularly the response to climate change all has
an effect. There is undoubtedly less engagement with and
understanding of the natural world by the young today.

Geology is not widely seen as being relevant. Nature is
increasingly seen as about ‘biodiversity’. Given all this, the
pressure on geology continues, either from direct impacts
such as development or more subtly through lack of
understanding, value, prioritisation and resources.

We all know about the ongoing direct impacts, e. g. hard
and soft sea walls, the desire to stabilise things, irresponsible
collecting and infilling of quarries. Colin then gave some
examples, Barton Clay Formation in Hampshire & Dorset and
the different approaches by the two counties, Black Rock
Brighton, Easton Bavents and Sheppey Cliffs. In the last two
cases both the judiciary and politicians showed a lack of
understanding of the legislation they themselves had put in
place. But probably the biggest problem, and what we all
come across is lack of management, that is where groups like
us can get involved to try and improve things. If you don’t
clear the vegetation away from the face it will disappear over
time. 

President’s Evening Lecture: Geoconservation for Science and Society                    May 4th, 2018

By Dr Colin Prosser
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Politicians and society in general look at these
environments and issues and are only interested in what they
provide. What are the services, what do I get from having it?
It becomes a place where instead of just involving the
geology, you also say this is a fantastic place where you can
learn about earth history, you can understand the character
of the land, that geology is important because it filters water
and natural water systems are important because they stop
flooding. We are moving away from promoting geology itself
to promoting the services that come from it, including
scientific research, education, informing industry/
engineering, recreation, geotourism, sense of the place, local
history and character, community open space, a natural
buffer for flooding, habitat provision to encourage
biodiversity and participation. One of the things politicians
like are financial statistics, so demonstrating the economic
benefit, through increased revenue and jobs in the local area
should also be emphasized.

What can the geological community do? We need to
continue to use sites to demonstrate their relevance and to
conserve and manage sites. There is lots of experience out
there, but we need to do more across the whole geoscience
community, including industry and academia to protect sites.
We need to use this context of sustainable development and
set an agenda of action. There are Geodiversity Charters for
England, Northern Ireland and Scotland (Wales is still
working on theirs). We need to get together not only with
geologists but with other groups and need to continue to
develop conservation as a discipline. To communicate in ways
that the decision makers and the public can relate to and
work with the system, learn how to play the game. 

What can the GA do? We as members need to review and
articulate the GA’s aims, objectives and contribution to

geoconservation, and increase its visibility in GA activities.
Continue to demonstrate through activities the importance of
geologic sites to science, education, industry, local people
etc, to do practical conservation work and to support
conservation activity through our grants. Use PGA, Earth
Heritage and our conferences to develop geoconservation as
a discipline and share good practice. Contribute to the
development of policy and practice e.g. Geodiversity
Charters/partnerships, consultation responses, letter writing
and fieldwork codes of practice. Formally recognise good
practice and get better at promoting the value of geology to
society alongside the geology itself. The recently opened
Ironstone Heritage Trail in Irchester County Park,
Northamptonshire is a good example of this, it is a geological
trail but promoted through ‘First for Wellbeing’ as a health
walk and it was through this avenue that the grants were
obtained to create it.

In conclusion, some major advances have been made in
geoconservation in the UK, particularly recently. But there are
still lots of challenges to overcome, the biggest is getting
public support, i.e. ensuring that people understand what we
are doing, if a bird habitat is threatened the public is up in
arms, the same doesn’t happen yet if it is a geological site -
we have to try and change this. The GA has played a
significant role in geoconservation, it is now  doing more than
ever and could do even more in the future.

1 Brook, D. President’s Address: May 2017: Preserving
rocks, how did that come about: a brief history of
geoconservation in the U.K.: Dr Colin Prosser. GA Magazine
(2017): 16 (2) 13-14.

Lesley Exton

Editor’s Note:

During my time as Editor of the GA Magazine we have been most fortunate to have the
support of volunteers to write up the Evening Lectures throughout the year. Month in and
month out I have been extremely grateful to David Brook and, most recently, Lesley
Exton for giving up their free time to do this.

While the Presidential Address was being given Lesley was on her way up the M1 to
visit a couple of friends from university. However, as I was unable to find anyone present
that evening to do the write-up it ended up back with her to do, via the listen-back facility
on the GA website. 

If there are any members out there who would be interested in having a go at writing up
one of the monthly lectures, whether as a result of having attended ’live’ at Burlington
House on the night or via the website facility for remote access, I would be very
interested to hear from you. Please email me at:

gamagazine@geologistsassociation.org.uk.

Lectures are now freely available to GA Members in the members area of the website:
GA video lectures; so the job need not be an arduous one even if you cannot attend on
the night! 
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Geologist’s Association Student Symposium 2018 (GASS2018) May 25th, 2018

Geoscience in the 21st Century: what difference does your research make?

Convenors: Nicholas Pierpoint, Rebecca Bell, Liam Gallagher, Lucia Pérez-Diaz, 
Simon Gozzard & Tom Phillips By: Dr Haydon Bailey

Let’s start by establishing just who GASS is for. Don’t be
fooled by the term “Student Symposium” as this is not for
students, it’s by students. 

So given the title, perhaps it’s really for the Geologists’
Association, i.e. you the reader of this mini-review. If like me,
you missed the first symposium and by the second one in
May this year you’d convinced yourself that it wasn’t meant
for you, then think again  - and
start planning your diary for
GASS2019 and make sure
you’re in Burlington House for
next year’s symposium.

I couldn’t get to GASS 2017,
so I thought I’d make a point of
attending the 2018 Symposium
and what a treat I had. There I
was introduced to the next
generation of geoscientists; all
well into their research projects
and all full of enthusiasm to try
and prove to me what a
difference their research
makes, and prove it they did. Let’s start with gender, which
always used to be considered a bit of a sore point in
geological circles; not here it isn’t. Out of thirteen very high
quality speakers ten were female, so if there is a gender
imbalance then it’s tipped
well away from typical geo-
stereotypes. Then there are
presentation and
communication skills – as a
student I was never taught
the intricacies of these key
transferable abilities, but it
was clear that our GASS2018
presenters all knew how to
put a presentation together
in order to get their message
across clearly and concisely
within their allotted twenty
minutes. Here we had a
whole range of detailed
geological research topics
presented to a general geo-
interested audience and that
audience was totally engrossed, fully appreciating the science
being presented.

This brings me to the range of geo-subject matter in the
programme. Most one day meetings I attend tend to be on a
particular geological theme, but not this one. It was a
veritable cornucopia of geological topics, ranging from
William Smith’s “Magmatic Ni-Cu Sulfide Potential of the
Labrador Trough”, through to Amy Jones’ “Low latitude

calcareous nannoplankton palaeoecology...” via Melissa
Gray’s “Understanding Strike/Slip events for hazard
mitigation”. It certainly didn’t give you time to get bored, as
we’d no sooner got into the “Salt tectonics of offshore
Angola” (Sian Evans), had a coffee whilst viewing some very
smart posters (I really liked “How big is a mega-boulder?” –
Madeleine Hann) and we were straight back into the

“emplacement mechanisms of
Skye lavas” (Zoë Wakeford). I
quote these titles just as
examples, as there were plenty
more just as enticing and
enjoyable, including something
to tickle every geo-enthusiasts
fancy.

Just as you thought you
might slip out for an early
aperitif at the end of the
afternoon, the organisers had
saved the keynote speaker,
Professor Iain Stewart, until
last. We all know that Iain is a

star when it comes to entertaining whilst seriously making
you think and he proved this once again by looking at the
social implications of potential large scale tectonic events... it
really made you think twice about any trips planned to

Istanbul!   
As if this wasn’t enough fun

for the day, we then finished
off by voting for our favourite
presentations (sorry but
Iain’s didn’t count here)
using our iphones. This
efficient system worked way
faster than Eurovision and we
were soon applauding the
day’s star presenters. My
choice didn’t win, but this
simply reflected the high
quality of all the
presentations – it was a
really difficult choice,
especially as we’d had
William Smith as a speaker!

My thanks go to all on the
GASS convening committee (GASS ‘Board’!) for putting this
symposium together. It takes a great deal of thought and
planning to create, run and walk home happily after a smooth
running event and clearly they have done all the right things
because it all went very smoothly.

So, here’s looking forward to GASS2019 and to the next
generation of geoscientists who are clearly showing us the
way forward.

Figure 1: GASS2018 delegates 
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Presenting my research at GASS2018 this year was a
fantastic experience in terms of the opportunity to present
my work to a diverse audience, the chance to network with
peers from other universities, and to think about the kind of
impact my research will ultimately make. I particularly
enjoyed the opportunity to exchange ideas with other young
researchers in my field as there are relatively few
conferences aimed specifically at geologists in the early
stages of their career, and this provided a relaxed and
inclusive environment in which we were able to discuss our
research. The range of nationalities and institutions
represented was broad but we were all brought together by
a collective enthusiasm for geology, and were thus able to
provide novel perspectives on each other’s work. I have given
talks at broad, industry-dominated conferences, and at small
subject-specific conferences, but I found this type of

conference to be a happy medium.
I presented the results of my research on salt tectonics on

passive margins. Large salt bodies are deposited as seawater
evaporates from isolated ocean basins, usually shortly after
the rifting phase. As the rift basin develops into a passive
margin the salt is buried and deforms under pressure. On
geological timescales, salt behaves like a fluid, which means
it forms fascinating structures as it flows in the subsurface.
Salt-influenced passive margins are widespread and may
contain large volumes of hydrocarbons. It is therefore
imperative to understand the tectono-stratigraphic evolution
of the margin and its salt structures in order to minimize
exploration risk, but this is no simple feat!

Salt-influenced passive margins can be structurally
complex, with their kinematic development being poorly
understood. Classic gravity gliding models of salt tectonics
divide such margins into updip extensional, mid-slope
translational, and downdip contractional domains.
Furthermore, the faults, folds, and salt walls associated with
each kinematic domain are typically assumed to form
perpendicular to the maximum principal stress, which in
gravitationally driven systems means subparallel to the
margin. Our study uses 3D seismic data from the Outer
Kwanza Basin, offshore Angola, to evaluate the structural
development of the salt and overburden, highlighting the

important, but often
overlooked, influence of relief
on the base salt surface. We
show that the broad kinematic
models are inadequate to explain the diversity of salt
structures developing on the margin. 

We show salt walls in the mid-slope transitional domain of
the Outer Kwanza Basin have three dominant trends, each
characterised by different structural styles: i) salt walls
perpendicular to the overall base salt dip, ii) salt walls parallel
to the base salt dip, and iii) salt walls oblique to the base salt
dip. Overburden seismic-stratigraphic patterns record the
origin and evolution of the salt structures, allowing us to
reconstruct deformation patterns through time and space. We
show that each set of walls has a unique development, with
synchronous phases of extension and contraction occurring in

adjacent structures despite their
close spatial relationship. Our
analysis suggests that, in the Outer
Kwanza Basin, the structural
evolution of the salt and
overburden is predominantly
controlled by base salt relief. 

Changes in the downdip
volumetric flux and velocity of the
salt as it thickens and thins over
topographic features cause local
compression or extension. This
interaction with base salt relief
creates locally variable stress fields

which deform the salt and its overburden, thereby
overprinting the broader, margin-scale kinematic domains
typically associated with gravity gliding. 

As a result, salt walls in the Outer Kwanza Basin form at a
range of orientations and demonstrate a complex structural
evolution, independent of their overall position on the
margin. We suggest that the base salt relief exerts a
dominant control on salt-related deformation in the Outer
Kwanza Basin as the salt is relatively thin compared to the
magnitude of the relief. A better understanding of salt and
overburden deformation on passive margins has far-reaching
implications for exploration in other salt-influenced regions
such as offshore Brazil or Gulf of Mexico.

For me the greatest challenge of the conference was
communicating my research to such a diverse range of
geological backgrounds. This required a much smoother
introduction to the subject, clearer explanations of the
figures, and minimal use of jargon - without losing any of the
scientific impact! This theme of accessible science
communication was explored further in Iain Stewart’s
keynote speech. As scientists we have a responsibility to
share our science with the public and build public trust in
scientific expertise. All in all, I thoroughly enjoyed my time at
GASS2018, and the feedback, knowledge and skills I acquired
will benefit the quality of my research going forward.

GASS2018 PRESENTATION PRIZE WINNER

Salt tectonics on a passive margin: the influence of base salt relief in the
Kwanza Basin, Offshore Angola

By: Sian Evans, Imperial College

Figure 1: : Interpreted seismic cross section through salt structures in the
Kwanza Basin, offshore Angola.
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GASS2018 POSTER PRIZE WINNER

Detecting foraminiferal photosymbionts in the fossil record: 
a combined micropalaeontological and geochemical approach 

By: Rehemat Bhatia, UCL

During late May 2018, I attended the Geologists’
Association Student Symposium. This symposium, held at the
Geological Society of London, brought together early career
researchers based across Europe from all stages studying a
variety of geological facets, including volcanology,
micropalaeontology and petrology. I was also attending as a
Micropalaeontological Society representative with the TMS
Foraminifera Group secretary, Dr Lyndsey Fox.  

All the talks I attended were really interesting, and it was
great to see what everyone was working on. One of the
things I personally enjoy about attending multidisciplinary
conferences, is not only can you hear talks with scientific
concepts that you’re
interested in, you can
listen to things slightly
outside of your
immediate expertise and
broaden your
knowledge. It was also
great to see ‘Women in
Science’ highlighted as a
topic by Madeleine Hann
(University of
M a n c h e s t e r ) .
Emphasising the
importance of diversity
within the geosciences is
so crucial to advocate,
and it is great to see the
GA support this cause by
selecting speakers with
experience of advancing
women and minorities in
science. 

At the symposium I presented a poster entitled “Detecting
foraminiferal photosymbiosis: a combined
micropalaeontological and geochemical approach”. The main
aim of the study was to find a size-independent geochemical
proxy for foraminiferal photosymbiosis. Foraminifera are
single celled zooplankton, which have a skeleton made from
calcium carbonate. They are found in oceans worldwide, and
build their skeleton throughout their month-long lifetime. As
they grow their skeletons, they also record the environmental
conditions directly around them, which we can interpret by
using the chemical composition of their skeletons. This
means we can use this data to look at climate in the past.
This is especially useful during periods in Earth history which
are future climate analogues i.e. periods with carbon dioxide
and temperature levels greater than pre-industrial, such as
the Eocene (54-33.9 Ma). However, their ecology (e.g. how
deep they live in the ocean or whether they live with algae),
affects their chemical signatures. Therefore, it is important to
understand their ecologies first, before constructing
palaeoclimate records. It is well-established that carbon
isotope data can distinguish a symbiotic species from one

that is not. Carbon isotope data
increase when foraminifera get
larger if they host symbiotic
algae. Foraminifera which do
not host them, do not show
this trend. For this type of approach, numerous sizes of
foraminifera are needed in a sample. If this is not available,
it is not possible to work out if a species was symbiotic or not.
Therefore, I decided to investigate whether there was a size
independent indicator, in the form of an intra shell trace
element signal – in this case, identifying whether symbiotic
species had a specific pattern of Magnesium (Mg) in their

shell. The data on the
poster was a mix of
trace element
foraminifera shell maps
which showed the
patterns of magnesium
within the shells, and
carbon and oxygen
isotope data. Using this
data, I compared the
ecological outcomes of
size segregated carbon
isotope data and intra
shell Mg data between
species of Eocene and
Miocene age planktonic
foraminifera that hosted
photosymbiotic algae,
and those that did not. I
also compared the
geochemical data with

the presence/absence of spines. This is because symbionts
live surrounding a foraminifers spines. However, this last set
of micropalaeontological data showed that spine presence
was not a useful indicator of symbiont presence, because the
Eocene asymbiotic species I analysed also turned out to be
spinose. My presentation was well received, and I got some
helpful feedback from other delegates, which will be super
useful when I publish this data. I also had a really
encouraging conversation with Prof. Iain Stewart (Plymouth)
about how best to market science communication skills at an
academic interview. Aside from foraminifera geochemistry,
science communication is something I really enjoy doing, and
throughout both my undergraduate degree and PhD I have
taken part in numerous events, including the 2012
Geologists’ Association Festival of Geology. 

It was a really nice surprise to win the poster prize, and a
much—needed confidence boost prior to my viva, which took
place 2 weeks after (successfully defended!). I’d like to thank
everyone who voted for me, the GASS2018 and GA
committee for the amazing giant amethyst received and to
TMS for funding my attendance at the conference. I had an
awesome time! 
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GASS2018 Contribution

Homeward Bound 

By: Madeleine Hann, University of Manchester

What difference will your research make? This is the
question put to us at the 2018 Geologists’ Association
Student Symposium convened at the Geological Society of
London, Burlington House. 

A huge amount of difference was the general consensus:
either to advancement of human knowledge or to find
resources or understand natural hazards. But your research
can’t make the difference and impact it should if you are not
being treated equally. Women are not treated equally in
geoscience (or any part of STEMM [Science, Technology,
Engineering, Mathematics & Medicine]), and this was the
subject of my talk… 

In the face of climate change, plastic pollution and demand
for natural resources, geoscientists are at the heart of global
decision making. But women are still vastly under-
represented if not totally absent at the highest levels of
leadership on our planet.  

Why? Because of systematic, conscious and unconscious
bias.  Not because of lack of ability, qualification, personality
or biological difference.  

A global initiative taking action to change this is the
leadership training program Homeward Bound. Homeward
Bound has the vision to equip 1,000 women over 10 years to
take on leadership roles in the worlds of science, technology,
engineering, mathematics and medicine. This unprecedented
program is bringing together women from 30+ countries,
aged 23 to 73, to
network, increase
visibility and learn about
values, behaviour and
effectiveness in
leadership. I am
privileged to be one of
these women, and I am
the youngest member of
the initiative. 

As a member of the 3rd
Homeward Bound cohort I
am taking part in a year
of training, culminating in
an intensive course on-
board ship in Antarctica
with 80 other women,
setting sail this New Year! 

During our time
amongst the ice and the
penguins we will educate
each other and create
resources to upskill
ourselves and allow us to

share insights on our return. As
there will be 7 cohorts to follow,
I encourage any women in
STEMM to apply or follow the
journey.  

The world needs women in leadership. Equality is one of the
key challenges facing geoscience in the 21st century. We
need to get beyond the old fashioned assumptions that things
will ‘work themselves out’ and realise that in a system
designed by, and for, privileged men there is need for
proactive empowerment of women which goes far beyond a
simple meritocracy. If you are women at superficially the
same level as a man in STEMM you have worked through
countless barriers of conscious, unconscious and systematic
bias to get that same level.  

What can you do to help?  
1) Use your privilege, lift others up,
2) Educate yourself, understand the nuances of the

situation and, 
3) Value yourself and your work in the same way you would

respect someone else!

I am grateful to the Geologists’ Association Student
Symposium and sponsors for providing such a supportive
platform. 

All GASS2018 talks are available to watch on the GA website:
https://geologistsassociation.org.uk/gass/
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A keen extramural class in Swansea
University requested that a future course
should involve more fieldwork, so a
course was devised that involved the
geological mapping an area of little-
known ground in Carmarthenshire.  The
results of this mapping exceeded all
expectations, with major discoveries
resulting from some of the first forays
into the area. These were only the
precursors to further major finds,
resulting in the discovery of the earliest
examples of several fossil groups and the
discovery of new outcrops of some of the
oldest rocks and the oldest fossils in
Wales.  The fossil finds in the area have
had major influence on ideas of the early
evolution of some fossil groups.

For over 250 million years, the conical shells of hyoliths
littered the fossil record – but at the End-Permian Mass
Extinction (“The Big One”), they entirely disappeared.  In the
absence of living descendants, the identity of these enigmatic
shells has been an unsolvable problem, with guesses as to
their identity ranging from snails to squid to sipunculid worms
or an unspecified “extinct phylum”. 

Recently, sites of
exceptional fossil
preservation such as
the Chengjiang,
Spence and Burgess
Shales have yielded
some exciting
surprises.  These sites
preserve partial
impressions of the soft
( non -m ine ra l i z ed )
bodies of these
organisms: here a set
of tentacles, there a
fleshy attachment
structure.  Taken
together, these
insights point towards
an affinity with an
unexpected group, the
brachiopods – a once-

dominant lineage that still survives today, if only in refugia.
This new fossil evidence ties in with controversial

reinterpretations of other “small shelly fossils” to paint a new
picture of the origins of the brachiopod lineage.  Once
thought to be ineffective competitors that were pushed aside
when clams and other bivalved molluscs rose to dominance,
the Cambrian fossil record suggests that brachiopods – via
their hyolith ancestors – evolved towards a lifestyle based on
thrift and efficiency.  Perfectly attuned to nutrient-starved
Palaeozoic seas, brachiopods now find themselves ideally
suited to marginal environments where they alone can eke
out a living. 

Evening Lecture:  Redrawing  the  geological  map  of  South  Wales       October 5th, 2018

By:  Professor John C. W. Cope, National Museum Wales, Cardiff

Evening Lecture:  Hyoliths – Where they fit in       December 7th, 2018

By:  Martin R. Smith, Department of Earth Sciences, Durham University
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Last year, under the leadership of Dr Mark Eller, MVGS Vice-
President for field trips & fun, the society embarked on an
ambitious research project to study the relationship between
geology and wine in British vineyards
throughout the stratigraphic column.

In 2017 we commenced at the top, with
a visit to Thorncroft Manor, Leatherhead,
Pleistocene river terrace vineyard,
followed by Painshill Park, Cobham,
Bagshot sand vineyard, and ending up at
Albury’s chalk organic vineyard.  Soil
samples were collected and analysed
along with the wines at the MVGS Annual
Summer Soirée (GA Magazine September
2017 pages10-11).

This year we continued down the
stratigraphic column. We first visited
Greyfriars vineyard on the Hog’s Back to
pick up the chalk sequence seen at Albury
vineyard last year. Like Albury, Greyfriars
is planted mostly on a south-facing slope
of Lower Chalk. But in the lower part of
the vineyard a fault cuts out the Upper
Greensand so that the chalk juxtaposes
Gault clay, overlain lower down the slope
by Folkestone sand. The vineyard owner,
a former student of the MVGS President,
reported inferior vine growth on the lower
boggy slope of the vineyard. Auger

samples were taken down the slope
across the various formations.

The second vineyard to be visited was
Upperton vineyard in West Sussex. This
lies on a gentle south-facing slope of
Hythe Beds of the Lower Greensand. Here
both the rock and the wine were sampled
together with a picnic lunch. We then
moved on and down the sequence to
Bolney vineyard in East Sussex on the
Upper Tunbridge Wells Sand
(Valanginian). Bolney is noted for
producing a classy pinot noir. After a tour
of the vineyard sampling both the soil and
the wine Dr Mark Eller was thanked for
organising the tour on such a delightful
sunny day. The party then dispersed into
the bucolic Surrey countryside.

England has now established a prize
winning international reputation for its
sparkling white wines, made from the
‘Holy Trinity’ of pinot noir, pinot meunier
and chardonnay, principally grown on the
chalk. All the vineyards studied in both
expeditions, however, produced sparkling
wines, but not only on chalk, but also on
Tertiary and Lower Cretaceous sands.

On 14th June Dorking’s summer social season opened with
the MVGS traditional Summer Soirée when the wines and soil
samples were tested along with appropriate nibbles. There

Field Meeting Report: Geo-Viticultural Traverse Part 2Field Meeting Report: Geo-Viticultural Traverse Part 2

Leader: Dr Mark Eller, Leader: Dr Mark Eller, MVGS Vice-PresidentMVGS Vice-President By: Clare HillBy: Clare Hill

Figure 1: Dr Mark Eller explains the complex geology of Greyfriars
vineyard to MVGS members

Figure 2: Practical workshop at Upperton Folkestone Sand vineyard
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was general appreciation of the sparkling
wines, with the exception of Bolney’s red
sparkling wine made from pinot noir. It was
reminiscent of Italian Lambrusco and provoked
a strong debate between those who enjoyed it,
and those who hated it.

Next year we plan to move down the
stratigraphic column to study Jurassic
vineyards. The first two expeditions have been
day trips. But next year we will have to consider
a longer trip with overnight accommodation as
we move further and further away from the
Mole Valley as we progress down England’s
stratigraphy ending in Cornwell several years in
the future.

References:
Hill, C. 2017. Field Trip Report: Mole Valley

Geoviticultural Research Project. Part 1. GA
Magazine September 2017. 10-11.

Selley, R.C. 2008. The Winelands of Britain:
Past, present & prospective. 2nd Edn. Petravin
Press. Dorking.

Skelton, S. 2016. UK Vineyards Guide 2016.
Published by the author.

Figure 3: Taking an auger sample at Bolney Ashdown Sand
vineyard 

Figure 4: Simplified stratigraphic sequence showing the distribution of English - and Euroland - vineyards.
Those so far studied by the MVGS arrowed. Blue arrows: 2017 vineyards studied. Green: 2018 vineyards

studied. From Selley RC. 2008 © Petravin Press
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Opinion Article:  Etheldred Benett  1775-1845

By:  Steve Hannath, Chair of the Wiltshire Geology Group

2015 was the bi-centenary of the publication of the world’s
first geology map by the man deemed the ‘Father of English
Geology’, William Smith, but remarkably it is also the bi-
centenary for a geological milestone for Etheldred Benett, a
local  Wiltshire woman often dubbed the ‘Mother of English
Geology’. Her achievement in 1815 was to produce the first
annotated bed-by-bed section of
the Chicksgrove Quarry near
Tisbury where stone from the
Purbeck and Portland beds in the
Vale of Wardour is still extracted
today and from where a unique
range of fossils, particularly plant
and reptile remains, have been
found.

Miss Benett, for she never
married, was born in 1776  at Pyt
House near Tisbury but lived
much of her life at Norton Bavant
near Warminster where, as a
woman of independent means,
she was able to pursue her
interest in collecting fossils, many
of them from the Tisbury area
including Chicksgrove Quarry. A
relation of her eldest surviving
brother John was Aylmer Bourke
Lambert (1761–1842), an original
fellow of the Linnean Society, a
Fellow of the Royal Society and an
early member of the Geological
Society. He was well known as a
botanist and geologist and
encouraged Etheldred and her
sister Anna Maria to study natural
history. Etheldred took up the newly fashionable study of
fossils, while her sister took up botany. 

She actually met William Smith and gave him a sample of
a Tisbury coral. He also alluded to her in his
correspondence”to others as when he cited “ladies in
Wiltshire’ who had “distinguished themselves” in regards to
their collections. (Torrens, 2000 p60). As John Needham
states in his book, Forests of the Dinosaurs – Wiltshire’s
Jurassic Finale’, her work helped enable the correlation of the
Cretaceous stratigraphy of the Vale of Wardour with that in
Dorset. She also communicated with several other of the
‘giants’ of early palaeontology such as Professor William
Buckland, Gideon Mantell, Edward Charlesworth, Henry de la
Beche, Roderick Impey Murchison and Samuel Woodward;
plus George Lyell who gave us the theory of

Uniformitarianism – that the processes of today are the same
as those of yesteryear i.e. that “the present is the key to the
past”. She also contributed to the Modern History of South
Wiltshire by Sir Richard Colt Hoare. Thus, she moved in very
elevated intellectual circles and was very generous in making
her specimens available to others.

It is important to remember
that Etheldred Benett lived at a
time when fossils were
considered as ‘sports of God’
or the result of religiously
significant catastrophes such
as Noah’s Flood, not as the
result of natural processes
over a long period of time.
Several of the great early
collectors were members of
the clergy and this must have
proved an intellectual
challenge in the conflict
between religion and science.
(This predates the so-called
late nineteenth century
‘Conflict Theory’, now
abandoned, which was
epitomised by the Galileo and
Darwin incidents.) Etheldred
Benett was the great
granddaughter of a past
Archbishop of Canterbury,
William Wake, (of whom she
wrote a biography), but her
own views on the
religion/science dilemma are
possibly buried in personal

correspondence. It was also a time when women knew their
place and scientific investigation was for men only. According
to Creese and Creese (1994 p 26) many of the early
‘geologists’ were ‘wife assistants’ of the great researchers of
the time, including the wives of William Buckland and Gideon
Mantell mentioned above. (There were just 24 women
geologists in 100 years of the nineteenth century and none
with formal training appeared until around 1890 with the
admission of women to higher education.) It is remarkable
therefore that this independent lady, who refused to be
constrained by the mores of her time, achieved so much. She
was also a contemporary of that other great woman
palaeontologist from Dorset, Mary Anning. Mary Anning was
from a very modest background and began to sell her finds
(‘curiosities’) to visitors to Lyme Regis where she lived. This 

I have been thumbing through some old back copies of the GA Magazine and have just read Volume 16, #3 September
2017. I was very surprised to find no reference to Etheldred Benett in the article on ‘Two Centuries of Women in Geology’,
page 42 by Rebecca Wragg Sykes - as she is acknowledged as the Mother of English Geology. Given her local connections to
where I live I am keen to champion her contribution to our science. To this end I have written a short article about her...

Figure 1: Silhouette profile of 

Etheldred Benett
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supplemented the family income but led to her well-known
discoveries of the Jurassic reptiles such as Ichthyosaurs and
Pliosaurs, far more attention grabbing than fossil sponges or
bivalves which were the focus of Etheldred Benett. They died
within a few years of each other but it is Mary’s name that is
known throughout the world, such is the draw of the dinosaur
world even though she wrote barely a thing geological, unlike
Etheldred Benett who published much and was in
communication with several eminent geologists.

The discoverer of Iguanodon, Gideon Mantell, was so
impressed with the work of Etheldred that he named a
Cretaceous sponge after her – Doryderma benetti. (The
protocol is that you may name a new fossil species after a
person, including yourself, but you may not name a newly
discovered mineral after yourself.) The sponge came from the
Upper Greensand near Warminster, close to her home. She
also has her own ammonite in Ammonites benettianus. Her
collection demonstrated that she was one of the first people
to sieve for microfossils, which are now so important as
indicators of possible oil deposits. She also collected
specimens which, very rarely, contained evidence of soft
tissue, usually destroyed in the process of fossilisation.
Following her death in 1845 her collection largely went to
America, bought and taken there by an Englishman and
bequested to the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Science
where the collection now resides. Ongoing modern research
there into her collection brings new evidence and ideas to
light even today, about two hundred years later. Recent study
of the collection that was long thought to be ‘lost’; up to 1989
according to Torrens et al (2000), has given a renaissance of
interest in this amazing woman. Indeed the lost examples of
bivalves Laevitrigonia gibbosa from the Portlandian of Tisbury
which, according to Torrens et al (2000 p72), ‘were the first
fossils ever found to have preserved most of their soft
anatomy’ were not re-discovered until 1992. According to
Torrens et al, who have recently studied the collection,
Etheldred Benett named an ammonite, a gastropod, four
bivalves and twenty sponges (2000 p 70) including two
genera (one rung up the taxonomic ladder from species).
They go on to suggest that she might yet prove to be the first
woman to have named fossil taxa, especially as many as she
did.

I searched the list of Torrens et al (2000) of the many
hundreds of different specimens in her collection in the hope
of finding one from my own village of Dinton which lies close
to Tisbury, Hindon, Chicksgrove and Chilmark where she
found many specimens. I fully expected her to have visited a
local quarry in the Upper Greensand (on the side of the
Teffont Magna to Baverstock lane) which would have been
accessible by coach. The quarry, listed in the Directory of
British Fossiliferous Localities (1966 p113), has ‘abundant
oysters, lamellibranch and some brachiopods’. Alas, just one
specimen was derived from Dinton, an undetermined
echinoid (sea urchin) from the chalk.

She was banned from becoming a member of the
Geological Society on account of her gender and must have
been very frustrated by the society in which she lived for in a
letter to Samuel Woodward in 1836 she stated that, ‘scientific
people in general have a very low opinion of my sex’. (From
a letter to Samuel Woodward on 12th April 1836 – Oxford
Dictionary of National Biographies). Tsar Nicholas 1, after
seeing part of her collection, granted her a Doctorate of Civil
Law at a time when women were not admitted into higher

education – no doubt believing her unusual name was that of
a male! (In fairness to the Tsar, Etheldred is the male version
of the name, the female equivalent of which is Etheldreda but
all references to her give the male version.)

A paper by Spamer and Bogan (1993 p156-157) perhaps
helps illustrate why her work had not been more widely
recognised and celebrated. The paper, ’Where is Polypothecia
bennet 1831?’ recognises some of the various factors that
have bedevilled her collection and her reputation: she was a
woman, her collection went abroad and was therefore of less
interest and less examined than local examples, she did not
publish all her finds, she named some species after others
who did not always use her term so it became a ‘noman
nudem’ (a mere name published without a description), the
problems of communication of the day could lead to duplicate
names for some taxa and, most importantly, the collection
remained ‘lost’ for over one hundred years.

At last Miss Benett now receives the recognition due to a
great pioneer geologist. In November 2005 her silhouette
was the emblem for a conference on the role of women in the
history of geology held at the Geological Society in London.
Etheldred Benett is a rare female example of an enthusiastic
amateur who contributed so much to the founding of the
science of geology which today impacts on our everyday lives
in so many ways. The local area of South Wiltshire would
have been much travelled by her and very well-known as she
pursued her lifelong love of fossils.

The silhouette image of Etheldred Benett is used with the
permission of the Natural History Museum © Trustees.
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SAFETY IS TAKEN VERY SERIOUSLY should you be unsure about either the risks involved or your ability to participate safely, you must seek advice from the GA office 
before booking. Please make sure that you study any risk assessment or safety briefing and that you have all the safety equipment specified.  You must declare, at 
the time of booking, any disabilities or medical conditions that may affect your ability to safely attend a field meeting. You may be asked to provide further 
information on any prescription drugs etc that you may use whilst attending a field meeting. In order to ensure the safety of all participants, the GA reserves the right 
to limit or refuse attendance at field meetings. 
EMERGENCY CONTACT if you are lost or late for the start of a meeting, an emergency contact is available during UK field meetings by calling the GA mobile phone 
07724 133290.  The mobile phone will only be switched on just before and during field meetings. For routine enquiries please call the GA office on the usual number. 
TRANSPORT is normally via private car unless otherwise advertised. If you are a rail traveller, it may be possible for the GA office to arrange for another member to 
provide a lift or collect you from the nearest railway station.  This service cannot be guaranteed, but please ask before booking.  Please indicate when booking, if you 
are able to offer a lift. 
PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE for field meetings is provided but personal accident cover remains the responsibility of the participant.  Further details are available on 
request from the GA office. 
TRAVEL REGULATIONS are observed.  The GA acts as a retail agent for ATOL holders in respect of air flights included in field meetings.  All flights are ATOL protected 
by the Civil Aviation Authority.  Field meetings of more than 24 hours duration or including accommodation are subject to the Package Travel Regulations 1992.  The 
information provided does not constitute a brochure under these Regulations. 

Graham Hickman arranges UK field meetings and Ian Sutton is responsible for overseas excursions. Website for further details   
www.geologistsassociation.org.uk/ukfield.html; www.geologistsassociation.org.uk/overseasfield.html 

BOOKINGS AND PAYMENT: These should be made through Sarah by email: fieldmeetings@geologistsassociation.org.uk  phone 020 7434 9298 or 
through the GA website. Please give an email and emergency contact number. Unless otherwise stated the cost is £5 per day for members.  Locations 
and timings of field trips will be given nearer the time and once payment has been received. Field meetings are open to non-members but subject to a £5 
per day on top of the normal administration fee. The surcharge for overseas field trips will be equivalent to a year’s Membership of the GA which we 
would recommend is used as membership for that year. (Associate £30, top-up for Joint £25 or £20, Student £20). Priority will initially be given to GA 
Members. Book online or cheques should be made out to Geologists’ Association.  Where places are limited, a system of first come, first served will 
operate so do book early. Some meetings may have restrictions on age (especially for under 16s) or be physically demanding. If you are uncertain, please 
ask. 

GA UK FIELD MEETINGS 2018 

Weekend trip: Lower Cretaceous of the Isle of 
Purbeck area and The Etches Collection Leader: 
Simon Penn (rescheduled from March) 
Saturday 8 & Sunday 9 September 
This two-day excursion will focus on the upper 
Jurassic and lower Cretaceous geology and 
palaeontology of the Isle of Purbeck. There will be 
a Saturday evening talk from Simon Penn in 
Swanage and a visit to Kimmeridge Bay and the 
Etches Collection museum on the Sunday. Starting 
10am at Langton Matravers.  
Accommodation & Transport: Attendees will be 
responsible for booking their own overnight 
accommodation and transportation will be by 
shared private cars. 
Cost: £10 per person.  

Trips after Birmingham GA Conference 
Sunday 21 October 
Details on conference advertisement on GA Annual 
conference. 

OVERSEAS FIELD MEETINGS 201  
Geological Highlights of Morocco 
April 1 – 10, 2019 
Leaders Mohamed Segaoui  (Morocco-Geo-
Travel) and Professor Dave Martill (University of 
Portsmouth)  
Provisional Itinerary available on request. 
Return Flights to and from Marrakesh are not 
included in the tour fee. You may book your own 
flights or we will be happy to arrange them for 
you. You must arrive in Marrakesh on the evening 
of April 1 so that the group will leave Marrakesh 
early on April 2.  
The package we have arranged includes nine 
nights half board accommodation at good class 
hotels throughout the tour on a half board basis 
and picnic-lunches provided by Mohamed. Travel 
will be 4x4 vehicles. Your fee also includes 
leadership of the tour by Mohamed Segaoui and 
Dave Martill and a tour brochure. It is based on 
two people sharing twin or double rooms. A single 
supplement of £200 is available for a very limited 
number of rooms. 
Cost for the tour £950 (Single supplement £200). 
Please note these are provisional fees based on 

current exchange rates and may have to change 
with any variation of sterling rates. 
Please register with Sarah at the GA Office or on 
the GA website. Do not book travel until your place 
on the tour has been confirmed by the office. 

The Shetlands 
Tuesday 4 June 2019 -Tuesday 11 June 2019 
Leaders: Allen Fraser and Robina Barton. 
Our first three days will be spent on the islands of 
Unst and Fetlar where we will examine aspects of the 
Shetland Ophiolite nappes. These will include 
depleted mantle and magma chamber rocks, inter-
nappe sheared conglomerates and a later granite 
intrusion. We will also visit abandoned chromite 
quarries from the 19th and 20th centuries and a 
restored horse-driven ore crushing circle. 
The remaining days will be spent on Mainland 
(Shetland’s largest island). In the north we will see 
evidence of the Storegga Slide tsunami and visit the 
best exposure of the Great Glen Fault in Britain as 
well as quarries in the Northaven Plutonic Complex. 
A whole day will be devoted to exposures of a 
Devonian volcano in an Old Red Sandstone basin. 
Another day will be spent traversing the 
metamorphic and granitic rocks of Central Mainland. 
We will also investigate the metamorphic rocks and 
Devonian basin sediments of South Mainland. Here 
we will see Upper Dalradian phyllites, meta-
volcanics, a massive sulphide deposit and Viking 
soapstone quarries. Sedimentary basin deposits 
include desert dune, alluvial fan, river and lake 
sediments with fish fossils. Generally there will be 
evidence of glacial activity and rapid sea level rise 
including St. Ninian’s Isle sand tombolo. Members of 
this field trip will need to make their own 
arrangements to get to Lerwick in Shetland  
Cost and Booking: Approximate costs Twin /Double 
£675 Single £785 These fees include 3 nights half 
board accommodation at the Saxa Vord resort at 
Haroldswick, Unst and four nights B&B Lerwick. Also 
included are the services of Allen and Robina, 
transport by minibus, inter island ferry charges and 
entrance fees to Unst Heritage Centre.  
Please note that the number of places for this trip is 
strictly limited to 20 particularly single rooms in 
Mainland. Booking form available on website or 
contact Sarah@geologistsassociation.org.uk  

2020 
 Geological and Archaeological trip to the Teke 
Peninsula of Lycia in Southern Turkey 
15th to 25th April 2020. Leaders Professor David 
Bridgland, Dr Robert Westaway and Alison Ure. 
Cost £860 with a minimum of 10 people attending. 
Please look at the GA website or contact Sarah for 
registering or for further details 

GA LOCAL GROUPS (LG) & AFFILIATED SOCIETIES 

Amateur Geological Society 
http://amgeosoc.wordpress.com  
starfields@tiscali.co.uk 
September 11 Sharks in the Desert, lab and ocean – 
Charlie Underwood. 
October 9 Biosignatures in Earth’s oldest sediments 
– Dr Dominic Papineau 
November 13 Frank Stokes Memorial Lecture: Just 
when you thought you knew the story: New 
advances in old geology – Chris Darmon. 
November 24 North London Mineral, Gem & Fossil 
Show  
Association of Welsh RIGS Groups 
www.wcva.org.uk/members-partners/nvo- 
search/detail?id=906675 
Avon RIGS  
http://avonrigsoutcrop.blogspot.co.uk/  
Bath Geological Society 
www.bathgeolsoc.org.uk 
Bedfordshire Geology Group 
www.bedfordshiregeologygroup.org.uk 
Belfast Geologists’ Society 
www.belfastgeologists.org.uk 
Black Country Geological Society 
www.bcgs.info 
Brighton & Hove Geological Society 
www.bhgs.org 
Bristol Naturalists’ Society 
www.bristolnats.org.uk/geology  
British Micromount Society 
http://britishmicromountsociety.homestead.com 
Bucks Geology Group  
www.bucksgeology.org.uk  
Cambridgeshire Geological Society 
www.cambsgeology.org 
Carn Brea Mining Society 
www.carnreaminingsociety.org.uk 
Cheltenham Mineral and Geological Society 
http://cmgs.yolasite.com/society.php  
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Croydon Natural History and Scientific Society 
www.greig51.freeserve.co.uk/cnhss/ 
Cumberland Geological Society 
www.cumberland-geolsoc.org.uk  
Cymdeithas Daeaeregwyr Grwp De Cymru:  
South Wales Geologists’ Association (LG)  
www.swga.org.uk 
September 15 Field meeting: Three Cliffs Bay and 
Ilston Gower – Paul Wright 
October 13 Field meeting@Murchison versus 
Sedgwick – the field evidence for the disagreement. 
Cymdeithas Y Daeaereg Gogledd Cymru:  
North Wales Group Geologists’ Association (LG) 
www.ampyx.org.uk/cdgc/cdgc.html   
Devon RIGS Group 
www.devonrigs.org.uk 
Devonshire Association (Geology Section) 
www.devonassoc.org.uk 
Dinosaur Society 
www.dinosaursociety.com 
Dorset Group (LG) 
www.dorsetgeologistsassociation.com 
Dorset Natural History & Archaeological  
Society  
enquiries@dorsetcountymuseum.org 
Earth Science Teachers’ Association 
www.esta-uk.net 
East Herts Geology Club 
www.ehgc.org.uk 
East Midlands Geological Society 
www.emgs.org.uk 
Edinburgh Geological Society 
www.edinburghgeolsoc.org  
Essex Rock and Mineral Society (LG) 
http://www.erms.org/ 
September 4 Minerals and the Microscope 
Lisa Nunn 
September 20  Members' Evening  
October 2 The Oxford Clay Sea -  Naomi Stevenson 
October 18 Triumphs & Disasters in Engineering 
Geology - Dr David Norbury 
November 6 Meteorites from Skye - Dr Simon Drake 
November 15 ERMS AGM, followed by - 
 The West Runton Mammoth Dr David Waterhouse  
Farnham Geological Society (LG) 
www.farnhamgeosoc.org.uk  
September 21 When Volcanoes slept, Sedimentary 
Systems, Life and Landscape during the formation of 
the Palaeocene lava fields of the Hebridean Igneous 
Province – Dr Ian Williamson. 
October 12 How to weigh a Dinosaur – Dr Susannah 
Maidment. 
November 9 The Cretaceous World – Living in a 
Greenhouse – Prof Andy Gale. 
Friends of the Sedgwick Museum, Cambridge 
www.sedgwickmuseum.org/activities/ friends.html 
GeoLancashire (LG) 
www.geolancashire.org.uk  
Geological Society of Glasgow 
www.geologyglasgow.org.uk  
Geological Society of Norfolk 
www.norfolkgeology.co.uk 
Harrow & Hillingdon Geological Society (LG) 
www.hhgs.org.uk 
September 12 A Plethora of Plesiosaurs – Life 
in the Jurassic Sea – Sarah Brazier. 
October 10 Dippy and the Whale – Lorraine 
Cornish. 
October 12-15 Field meeting: Torbay area 
including the Geopark. 
November 14 The Ruislip Bed and other stories 
– why the Lambeth Groups is so interesting – 
Dr Jackie Skipper 
Hastings & District Geological Society 
www.hastingsgeology.btck.co.uk 
Hertfordshire Geological Society (LG) 
www.hertsgeolsoc.ology.org.uk 
September 13 Geology of Essex – Gerald Lucy 
October 11 Tectonic controls on North – 
Atlantic-Arctic opening, and their implications 
– Dr Tony Dore.

November 8 The Jurassic sea: from tiny life to 
great Sea dragons! – Naomi Stevenson. 
Horsham Geological Field Club 
www.hgfc.org.uk 
September 9 Field meeting:  Smokejacks, jointly with 
Kent Geologists' Group  
September 23 Field meeting: Smokejacks, jointly with 
Hastings & District Geological Society  
September 12 [Subject to be confirmed] - John 
Lonergan 
September28-29 Upper Gilwern Quarry, Powys  
October 10 [Subject to be confirmed] – Dr Chiara 
Petrone. 
November 14 [Subject to be confirmed] - Prof Chris 
Jackson  
Huddersfield Geology Group  
www.huddersfieldgeology.org.uk  
Hull Geological Society  
www.hullgeolsoc.org.uk 
The Jurassic Coast 
www.jurassiccoast.com 
Kent Geologists’ Group of the Geologists’ 
Association (LG) 
www.kgg.org.uk 
September 18 Contaminated Land Remediation – 
Ann Padfield. 
October 16 Copperas and Gunpowder – James 
Downer. 
November 20 Global Warming and the search for the 
Northwest Passage – Geoff Downer. 
The Kirkaldy Society - Alumni of Queen Mary (LG) 
Leeds Geological Association 
www.leedsga.org.uk 
October 11 Waking the Giant: how a changing 
climate triggers earthquakes, tsunamis and 
volcanoes – Prof Bill McGuire. 
November 8 The early Toarcian (Jurassic) oceanic 
anoxic event: untangling global and regional signals – 
Dr Rob Newton. 
Leicester Literary & Philosophical Society (Geology) 
www.charnia.org.uk 
Liverpool Geological Society 
www.liverpoolgeologicalsociety.org.uk  
Manchester Geological Association 
www.mangeolassoc.org.uk  
Medway Fossil and Mineral Society 
www.mfms.org.uk 
Mid Wales Geology Club 
www.midwalesgeology.org.uk  
Midweek Geology Club 
http://mwggyorkshire.org.uk/ 
Milton Keynes Geological Society  
http://mkgeosoc.org/ 
Mineralogical Society 
www.minersoc.org 
Mole Valley Geological Society (LG) 
www.mvgs.org.uk 
September 7 Briefing for the North Devon field trip – 
Dr Mark Eller. 
September 20-23 Field meeting: North Devon – Dr 
Mark Eller. 
October 11 AGM and Dinner. 
November 8  The Anthropocene – a New Geological 
Epoch driven by human Impacts – Dr Colin 
Summerhayes. 
Newbury Geological Study Group   
www.ngsg.org.uk 
Norfolk Mineral & Lapidary Society 
norfolkminandlapsoc.homestead.com  
Norfolk Geodiversity Forum  
www.norfolkbiodiversity.org 
North Eastern Geological Society 
www.negs.org 
North Staffordshire Group of the Geologists 
Association (LG) 
www.esci.keele.ac.uk/nsgga 
September 8 Field meeting: Churnet Valley (with 
EMGS) led by Dr Ian Stimpson 
Open University Geological Society 
www.ougs.org 

Oxford Clay Working Group  
Email: saurian@live.co.uk  
Oxfordshire Geology Trust  
www.oxfordshiregeologytrust.org.uk 
Peak Lapidary & Mineral Society 
http://web.onetel.net.uk/~thedannatts/PLMS/Index.ht
ml 
Phoenix Geological Club  
Email: kwaston@hotmail.com  
Plymouth Mineral & Mining Club  
www.denul.net/pmmc/ 
Reading Geological Society (LG) 
www.readinggeology.org.uk 
September 3 Extra-ordinary Women Geologists: from 
Mary Anning to now – Dr Chris Duffin 
September 16-22 Field Meeting: Montagne Noire, 
southern central France - Prof Hilary Downes  
October 1 The Last British Ice Sheet – Dr Bethan 
Davies 
October 21 Field Meeting: Kimmeridge Bay, Dorset 
October 27 Field Meeting: Rescheduled: Visit to Down 
House and a walk round Downe village and church - 
Peter Worsley 
November 5 Volcanoes, encounters through the ages 
– Prof David Pyle 
November 18 Field Meeting: Stonesfield, Oxfordshire 
December 3 The Geology of London – Diana Clements 
Royal Geological Society of Cornwall 
Kowethas Riel Dororiethel Kernow-Royal Geological 
Society of Cornwall 1814 
www.geologycornwall.com 
The Russell Society  
www.russellsoc.org  
Shropshire Geological Society 
www.shropshiregeology.org.uk  
Sidcup Lapidary and Mineral Society  
www.sidcuplapminsoc.org.uk 
Southampton Mineral and Fossil Society 
www.sotonminfoss.org.uk 
Stamford and District Geological Society  
www.stamfordgeolsoc.org.uk 
Teme Valley Geological Society 
www.geo-village.eu 
Tertiary Research Group 
www.trg.org  
Ussher Society  
www.ussher.org.uk 
Warwickshire Geological Conservation Group 
www.wgcg.co.uk 
Welsh Stone Forum 
www.museumwales.ac.uk/geology/welshstonefo
rum/about-the-welsh-stone-forum/ 
Westmorland Geological Society  
www.westmorlandgeolsoc.co.uk 
West of England Group of the Geologists’ Association (LG) 
www.wega.org.uk 
West Sussex Geological Society (LG) 
www.wsgs.org.uk 
September 21 John Pull & Britain's Earliest Industrial 
Landscape - James Sainsbury 
October 19 A Brief History of Life in 10 fossils - Dr 
Paul Taylor. 
November 16 Montana Stegosaur - Dr Susannah 
Maidment 
December 14 Members Xmas meeting. 
The Brief Geology of Easter Island - 
David Bone (this could run on) 
The Woolhope, Hereford  
www.woolhopeclub.org.uk  
Yorkshire Geological Society 
www.yorksgeolsoc.org.uk 
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SPECIAL EVENTS 

September 15 
Mole Valley Geological Society 
Extraordinary Women Geologists From 
Mary Anning to Now 
http://mvgs.org.uk/ 

October 6-14 
Earth Science Week 
www.geolsoc.org.uk 
Please enter details of events online 

October 20-21 GA Conference 
Lapworth Museum University of 
Birmingham 
conference@geologistsassociation.org.uk 

Saturday November 3 
Festival of Geology UCL 
www.geologistsassociation.org.uk 

Sunday November 4 
Festival of Geology Trips 
www.geologistsassociation.org.uk 

Saturday November 24  
North London Mineral, Gem & Fossil 
Show  
www.amgeosoc.wordpress.com 

Saturday 24 November 
Southeast England Regional Conference 
email anthony.brook27@btinternet.com 

September 28 – October 14 
Sidmouth Science Festival  
www.sidmouthsciencefestival.org 

REPUBLISHING THE ‘GREEN BOOKLET  OF RULES AND LIST OF MEMBERS 
Following the new Data Protection Regulations which came into force in May the GA has now destroyed 
the remaining ‘Green Books’ of Rules and List of Members published in 2016 containing members’ 
addresses.  

We plan to reissue the booklet with updated Rules and  following a show of hands at the recent Special 
General Meeting in July  decided to include the list of Members and just the date they joined. 
Enough members indicated that the list would be useful to them. If you would prefer that we do not 
include your name please notify Sarah in the office. WE ASSURE YOU THAT NO ADDRESSES WILL BE 
PUBLISHED.  

The updated Rules of the Association are available on the website under About/About the GA. 
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Opinion Article: ‘Deadly Doris’ – review of the temporary ‘Opinion Article: ‘Deadly Doris’ – review of the temporary ‘PliosaurusPliosaurus !’!’

exhibition at Bristol City Museumexhibition at Bristol City Museum

By: David & Anne BoneBy: David & Anne Bone Photos: Anne BonePhotos: Anne Bone

It was the last week of the temporary
exhibition of ‘Pliosaurus!’ at Bristol Museum but
well worth the effort of going, especially as we
saw it during the half-term school holiday. The
centrepiece was the newly conserved and
mounted specimen of Pliosaurus carpenteri found
at Westbury, Wiltshire, in 1994 by Simon
Carpenter and named after him. Primarily
comprising the rock-free skull and gaping jaws in
full three dimensions, it gave a superb and
unique impression of these fearsome creatures
(See Figure 1). As the exhibition is very clearly
aimed at younger children, the Pliosaurus was
named ‘Doris’ by popular vote, which possibly
provides a cuddly aunt impression but perhaps
not when the full name became ‘Deadly Doris’.
The preparation of the specimen took some 10

years and the resulting exhibition was grant-
aided by the Curry Fund of the Geologists’
Association, amongst others. To assist the
display and reduce problems of supporting the
massive weight of the upper jaw in a gaping
position, this had been reproduced by 3d
printing, with superb results. 

We visited during the exhibition’s final week in
February 2018 (the temporary exhibition having
been extended twice due to its overwhelming
popularity) and found the exhibition and
museum alive with families. According to well-
informed volunteer stewards, the exhibition has
also been extremely popular with both pre-
school and school groups. The exhibition
opened with a touchable life size replica of
Doris, immediately giving visitors an idea of her
huge size and mass (See Figure 2). The main
gallery space was then dominated by the

stunning specimen, encased in a walk-round
protective glass case and surrounded by a wide
range of displays, low-tech interactives, a touch
screen for primary age children and activity
spaces including story-telling and play toys (See
Figure 3). Throughout the exhibition a range of
senses were used to experience ‘Doris’ and her
environment and to investigate how we
understand fossils through skills such as
comparative anatomy. An example of this was a
display showing different types of animal teeth
and the corresponding diet, as well as a mirror to
examine your own teeth.

These carefully considered displays led to great
interest amongst the wide age range of children
and families. The exhibition was constantly busy
and at times there was a long queue to get in 

Figure 1: Exhibition centrepiece at Bristol City Museum: the
Pliosaurus jaw

Figure 3: Family activities in the
temporary exhibition

Figure 2: Pliosaurus reconstruction
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– the exhibition was free admission (as is the whole
museum) but this led to crowding in a not very large waiting
area. Innovatively, the style of labels and graphics from the
exhibition was used to highlight items in the permanent
displays on the first floor of the museum, in both natural
history and geology – a really good way of continuing the
learning and experience of the temporary exhibition
throughout the galleries (and such a good idea we’d
use it if we ever do another museum display). 

It’s possible that the life size reconstruction will
continue to be displayed in the museum after the
exhibition although the specimen will return to
storage. We suspect popular demand may well see
the return of Doris herself, based on the families we
saw.

We were fortunate to meet Simon Carpenter, finder
of the specimen, whilst we were in the exhibition (See
Figure 4). Apparently attempting to remain
anonymous, he appeared somewhat embarrassed by
the whole thing and the popularity of the exhibition
but was very grateful for all the sponsorship that had
helped to reach this point. It’s now too late to visit the
exhibition, but the permanent galleries are fossil and
rock rich and well worth seeing. There is information

on the local building stones too. 
Curry Fund support was fully acknowledged and Rockwatch

events were signposted (literally) and there could be no
doubt that the Curry Fund’s aim of increasing public
engagement with geology was well met by this exhibition.

Figure 4: Simon Carpenter, finder of the
Pliosaurus

GA Meetings Award Report: A source to sink study of river development     January, 2018

on the northern coast of the actively rifting Gulf of Corinth in Greece
By: Madeleine Hann, University of Manchester

This time last year, having freshly graduated and taking my
first steps as a professional researcher in the Department of
Geography at the University of Manchester, I was keen to
share the findings of my Master’s Project at a conference.
Due to the generous support of the GA Meetings Award, I was
able to attend the Quaternary Research Association Annual
Meeting at the University of Plymouth in January 2018.  

I presented a source to sink study of river development on
the northern coast of the actively rifting Gulf of Corinth in
Greece. My work, supervised by Dr Alex Whittaker, Dr
Rebecca Bell and Stephen Watkins at Imperial College
London, pulls together fieldwork, sedimentology, empirical
modelling and 2D seismic data interpretation.  Combining
observations from the terrestrial catchment and the
submarine basin shed light on the occurrence, timing and
cause of major draining reorganisation.  

The conference itself was a fantastic, confidence boosting
experience.  I was happy to already recognise many friendly
faces from previous gatherings. I was given lots of
constructive feedback on my research and my poster.  I also
enjoyed the great range of talks on all things Quaternary -
from beetle geochronology to glacial modelling of the Alps.
The stormy Plymouth coast provided a dramatic backdrop for
the study of our rapidly changing environment. With this
positive experience behind me, and with many thanks to the
GA for their support, I am looking forward to presenting work
from my PhD in future.
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The geological legacy of Doreen Smith (1938-2018)

Outside of Dorset many readers may not know of Doreen Smith, however if you
have visited the Festival of Geology, you will certainly have seen or met Doreen
running the Dorset Geologists’ Association Group (DGAG) stand along with her
colleagues. Although not personally a Geologists’ Association member she was a
steadfast supporter of the association and its mission.

Doreen was born on 22nd July 1938, the eldest of four children. She was
academic, gifted and later became a member of Mensa but she was very modest
in letting others know of her achievements. Doreen won a scholarship for Millfield
School in Street, Somerset, and then later to Seale-Hayne College (which she
later rejected). She was also very talented at sports, playing Somerset county
hockey and, while at Millfield, beating 1964 Olympic medallist Mary Rand in the
100m. Doreen was destined for an academic life and plans were in place for her
to teach but Doreen wanted to be outside, and ‘farming called’. Cows in particular and driving farm vehicles was her
passion. She started as a dairyman in 1956, and returned to it once her two children were a little older. Studying for
an OU Honours degree in Earth Sciences brought her into contact with others who shared her geological interests
and when she moved to a farm in West Dorset, not far from Dorchester, Doreen became a founder member of the
DGAG; she was already a member of the Open University Geological Society having attended their summer schools.

I first met Doreen in 1990 but became aware of the passion she had for geology when she invited me to visit a
temporary site at Coldharbour, Sherborne exposing an excellent section in the Upper Bajocian, Inferior Oolite. This
resulted in a collaboration published as Chandler & Smith (1998). DGAG went on to organise another event in 2008
to celebrate the geological contributions of P.C. Sylvester-Bradley, W.J. Arkell and M.R. House who himself was a
DGAG member. Once again, Doreen contributed to a publication on the event (Chandler & Smith 2008). Doreen’s
passion, lively intelligence and willingness to make things happen marked her out. She was forever in awe of the
professional and amateur geologists who became her long-standing friends, and could not believe, even to the end,
that they were equally in awe of her.

Doreen was a regular exhibitor on behalf of DGAG at the Lyme Regis Fossil Festival among other events. It is likely
that she inspired many visitors to take more interest in the rocks beneath as she often pointed out “the landscape -
and how we live on it - is decided by the geological strata beneath” and would elaborate to those interested.

She had spent many years as a local journalist for ‘The Western Gazette’, dashing after stories and her (evening
class taught) immaculate shorthand and typing skills were used to write them up. These skills then found application
in the dedicated production of the DGAG Newsletter, the excellence of which stands as testimony to Doreen’s input.

Doreen was recipient of the Halstead medal, which is awarded for work of outstanding merit, deemed to further
the objectives of the Geologists’ Association and to promote geology. In 2015, Professor John Whicher and I set to
work preparing a symposium to mark the geological legacy of Professor John Callomon. This was DGAG’s contribution
to the bicentenary of William Smith’s map of 1815. Doreen was a key member of the team and worked in every area
from organising talks to preparing scrumptious lunches throughout. The meeting was a tremendous success with field
trips supported by our Curry Fund and the resulting published volume edited by Professor J.C.W. Cope (2016). In
2016, Doreen was nominated for and won the Callomon certificate. This recognised her tremendous work in this
project and for bringing together specialists from all over world to celebrate Dorset geology and the life work of John
Callomon.

Doreen was a consistent supporter and fundraiser for DGAG and responsible for generating many thousands of
pounds for the group. She was also a keen supporter of Steve Etches’ plans to establish a permanent display of the
Etches Collection now housed at Kimmeridge in The Museum of Jurassic Marine Life. Doreen made it her project to
generate funds to support this venture by selling items on EBay. She also paid for Steve Etches travelling costs to
Lyon, France for him to conduct research with Ramues Gallois and Raymond Enay. She donated a significant number
of her rock and mineral specimens to the museum for sale at the museum shop and she was kind enough to design
and buy promotional banners and poster boards for the Museum and for exhibition stands. Doreen was the first
official joined up member of 'Friends of The Etches Collection'. Steve Etches and Doreen remained close friends for
many years. During a field trip to Chapmans Pool Doreen fell and hurt herself quite badly, Steve returned to
Chapmans Pool to get a boat to row over to pick Doreen up but she refused to get on board. Eventually Steve had
to grab her by the scruff of the neck and force her to board the boat and to later receive treatment.

In later years, Doreen benefited from two hip replacements but it was after the second one she began to properly
feel unwell. Sadly, during subsequent tests she was diagnosed to have pancreatic cancer. She died on 15th June but
fortunately, both Steve Etches and I were able to see her before she died at her daughter’s home. The likes of Doreen
Smith are rare and her contribution to Dorset geology will live on. In respect of this, her family, friends and colleagues
have organised a bench, made from Upper Jurassic ‘Portland Spangle’ from the Portland Stone Formation to be placed
at the Museum of Jurassic Marine Life in Kimmeridge in early October and there will be a memorial gathering for that
at the museum. 

Robert Chandler
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The aim of this day was to understand more about the
wealth of strata and structures exposed along this stretch of
coast, including: the famous and fossiliferous West Runton
Freshwater Beds; a dramatic example of Glaciotectonic
Rafting; and a unique Cretaceous sponge reef. Our meeting
point was the car-park at Woman Hythe, next to the Seaview
Beach Cafe. It was a misty day with a bitterly cold wind but,
undeterred, eleven of us descended the slipway onto the
beach and headed east.

After following the cliff for about 200m, we stopped in front
of a 1.6m high band of dark-brown, peaty sediment. These
were the West Runton Freshwater Beds (WRFB): clearly
different from the Wroxham Crag, below, and Anglian Till,
above.  The WRFB is crumbly to the touch, has a high organic
content and a pungent smell.  We passed around a fragment
of ancient wood eroded from these beds and Russell
explained how, if taken home and allowed to dry, such an
item would quickly disintegrate.

The WRFB is part of a sequence of freshwater deposits
collectively known as the Cromer Forest-Bed Formation or
Cromerian Complex, laid down between MIS 21 and MIS 13
(866-478 kya). They outcrop intermittently around an arc of
East Anglian coast: from Weybourne, just west of West
Runton, to Pakefield in north Suffolk. Based on marine
isotope data and evidence from the teeth of ancient voles,
the WRFB is thought to have been deposited during a
temperate, inter-glacial, deltaic environment, 712-478 kya.

In 1990, the remains of a Steppe Mammoth (Mammuthus
trogontherii) were discovered close to where we were
standing. In 1995, the near-complete skeleton was excavated
and taken to Gressenhall Museum, Norfolk, where, sadly, it

remains in storage. Other mammalian fossils recovered from
the WRFB include bones of shrews, beavers, hyenas, bison,
lions, deer and horses.

Over the years, West Runton has also yielded a great many
early human artefacts, from the Palaeolithic to the Bronze
Age (http://www.heritage.norfolk.gov.uk/record-details?
TNF1468-Parish-Summary-Runton-Parish-Summary). 

Russell described some of his own recent finds amongst the
debris at the base of this cliff. They include worked flint cores
and a flake or cleaver, subsequently authenticated by Nick
Ashton, Curator of Palaeolithic and Mesolithic collections at
the British Museum. In January this year, Russell
photographed a series of footprints, briefly exposed on a shelf
at the top of the WRFB.  This soft, peaty layer has since been
stripped away by winter storms. However, Russell's
photographs clearly show a collection of tracks, some
probably deer and six others with a human appearance.

Continuing east along the beach, we temporarily lost sight
of the WRFB. It then reappeared, 400m further along the cliff,
at a point known as Goss Gap. This intermittent outcropping
of the WRFB may be the result of erosion, prior to the
deposition of the Till; or it may reflect the original
environment in which these beds formed, with each outcrop
corresponding to a separate distributary of the ancient delta.

Goss Gap is close to where, in April 2017, Russell and fellow
local geologist, Dan Chamberlain, discovered the tibia of a
Southern Mammoth [see Figure 1].  Because this fossil was
found amongst beach debris at the base of the cliff, precise
dating has been difficult.  However, judging from fragments
of Crag still adhering to the bone, it almost certainly pre-
dates the WRFB.

600m beyond Goss Gap, we
came to a section of cliff known as
the Wood Hill Block.  Here, the
Anglian Till we'd been tracing
along the cliff, dropped to a
narrow band, just above beach-
level.  Overlying this Till, was a
5m high wall of Cretaceous chalk
and, above that, a band of
Wroxham Crag [See Figure 2].
This utterly illogical arrangement -
with younger rocks buried under
older ones - is the result of
Glaciotectonic Rafting by Anglian
ice; 450 kya. At that time, when
sea-levels were up to 120m lower
than today, an immensely
powerful, southward-heading
glacier shunted a massive block of
chalk and crag up into its current
position, on top of the Till. Like
other ice-rafted megablocks, on
the Canadian prairies and in
Poland, the horizontal dimensions
of the Wood Hill Block vastly 

Field Meeting Report: Coastal Exposures at West Runton, North Norfolk   Field Meeting Report: Coastal Exposures at West Runton, North Norfolk   15th April, 201815th April, 2018

Leader: Russell Yeomans Leader: Russell Yeomans By: Mike LambertBy: Mike Lambert

Figure 1: Dan Chamberlain (left) and Russell Yeomans (right) with their
Southern Mammoth tibia, April 2017 (Photo Ally McGilvray)
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exceed its height.  At the top of this cliff, the "block" (or
should we say "slab") covers a stretch of ground the size of a
small village!  Had we continued east, towards Sidestrand, we
would have seen further, even more dramatic examples of the
Glaciotectonic Rafting of chalk. But it was time to return to
Woman Hythe for lunch.

Gathered around picnic benches at the Seaview Beach
Cafe, some of us munched through bacon sandwiches and
others admired a display of mostly local, Pleistocene fossils
kindly brought along by Rob Chidwick [See Figure 3].
Meanwhile, Dan Chamberlain returned to his car to fetch the
mammoth tibia recently discovered near Goss Gap. All eyes
were focused on Dan as he gently eased the gigantic bone
from its holdall. And then, there was a gasp as everyone saw
the bone fracturing into several pieces! Having withstood a
battering on the beach and survived hundreds of
thousands of years buried in cold, wet sediment, the
tibia had chosen this moment to disintegrate!

Still feeling downcast by Dan's loss, we returned
to the beach and this time headed west. The level of
the beach at West Runton approximates to an
unconformity between Cretaceous chalk and
Pleistocene sediments that form the cliffs. Thus,
beneath a veil of sand and coarser debris, the beach
is a wave-cut platform of Upper Campanian chalk
(78-73 mya), which is being re-exposed as the sea
eats away at the softer, less consolidated cliffs.

However, the most remarkable thing about the
beach at West Runton is its massive Flint Platform.
Horizontal bands of black flint are a familiar sight in
the chalk cliffs of southern England; but here, more
unusually, the sea is revealing the upper surface of
one of these bands.  Russell estimates that this Flint
Platform has a surface area of at least 1 square
kilometre. Most of this platform is shallowly
submerged beneath the waves but, at low tide, its
southwestern portion is exposed on the beach.

Walking towards the sea, we soon caught sight of
some large, curiously-shaped flint structures
protruding through the beach debris and seaweed.
Coming closer, we realised these were the upper

portions of giant, barrel-shaped
flints, known as Paramoudra.
Because the barrel-shaped
cavities within these Paramoudra
were still partially filled with their
original, tough chalk, what we
could see was a series of flint
rings, many with a diameter of 1-
2m. These rings had a gently
undulating, almost voluptuous
profile: strongly suggesting
something that had developed
organically [See Figure 4].

Although the distribution of flint
bands is well understood (and
they're used as reliable,
lithostratigraphic markers within
the English Chalk Succession),
their origin remains controversial.
In 1865, Sir Charles Lyell
observed several stacks or
columns of Paramoudra in a
quarry at Horstead, Norfolk. Lyell

interpreted these structures as giant, siliceous sponges,
which had periodically rejuvenated following burial by
sediments on the chalk sea-floor.  However, following a paper
by Bromley, Schulz and Peake in 1975, the prevailing view
has been that Paramoudra and other large flint structures
formed below the Cretaceous sea-floor, at the oxic-anoxic
boundary, in response to the burrows of unidentified, marine
worms.

For the past 11 years, Russell has been photographing
sections of this platform, as they're exposed by winter
storms, and closely studying the external and internal details
of its constituent flints. As a result of his research, he now
believes that this flint platform represents the remains of a
Cretaceous Sponge Reef.

Figure 3: Rob Chidwick brought along a collection of local,
mostly Pleistocene fossils for the public to enjoy (Photo

Russell Yeomans)
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Figure 2: A puzzling sequence in the cliff at Wood Hill, West Runton with
Cretaceous Chalk sandwiched between Pleistocene Till, below, and Pleistocene

Crag, above. (Photo Russell Yeomans)
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Russell pointed out the many sponge fossils and rim prints
on the surfaces of the Paramoudra and flint nodules.
However, some of the most compelling evidence for this being
a sponge reef comes from studying the contours of the
Paramoudra, which appear to show the influence of a
dominant current on the Cretaceous sea-floor.
Because sponges are stationery filter-feeders, whose
success depends upon an ability to inhale fresh,
nutrient-rich water and exhale spent water and other
waste products, their growth and eventual shape are
a record of prevailing water speed and direction. On
the beach, Russell demonstrated how each of the flint
rings had a large and distinctive dip or breach at one
point in its perimeter wall. In all cases, these breaches
were located on the northeast side of the structure.
These, Russell believes, are the "exhalent channels"
of the sponge reef, that once released waste water in
a downstream direction.  Furthermore, Russell sees
this as evidence for the behaviour of Cretaceous sea-
currents: as warm waters from the Tethys Ocean
discharged towards the Pole, creating a northeasterly
flow across present-day Norfolk.

For a fuller account of Russell's work on this reef,
see his recent paper, published in the Proceedings of
the Yorkshire Geological Society, Paramoudra:
observations on large flint structures from the Chalk
(Upper Cretaceous) and flint formation
https://doi.org/10.1144/pygs2017-005 .

Thanks for this fascinating and successful day go to:

Russell Yeomans for his planning and wealth of local
knowledge; Rob Chidwick for sharing his table of finds; and
Dan Chamberlain, now reconstructing his mammoth tibia,
with help from staff at Sherringham Museum.

Figure 4: Flint rings like this are the upper portion of giant,
barrel-shaped structures, known as Paramoudra 

(Photo Liam Gallagher)
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Interested in Geology?
Why not join us at

Hertfordshire Geological Society
Lectures on the 2nd Thursday of each month at Oakland College , St Albans AL4 0XS

Wide range of topics: from Trilobites to Meteorites, and from Local to Global Geology

Field Meetings:  Day trips to key geological sites and museums
Longer trips to explore regional geology in the UK and beyond

See website for details of lecture programme and field meetings

Visitors always welcome

http://www.hertsgeolsoc.ology.org.uk/
Contact the Society’s Secretary:
hgs_secretary@btinternet.com   

Photo: Hertfordshire Puddingstone
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This was a very popular trip with 24 members and two
leaders; Prof. David Martill of the University of Portsmouth
and Mr Mohammed Segaoui of Morocco Geotravel. Both our
leaders were experts on this area of Morocco and we had high
expectations of them. We did, however, have an itinerary, a
revised itinerary and then we did something different on
some days anyway!

With members
arriving on different
flights, Day 0 of the
trip comprised the
gradual gathering of
members at our hotel
in Marrakech, ready
for an early start on
Day 1. Our tour of
south-east Morocco
first necessitated
crossing the High Atlas
via the Tichka Pass at
2,260 metres. We left
Marrakech in rain and
low cloud, which
concealed the
otherwise magnificent
view of the snow-
capped mountains,
driving through the
suburbs and the green
fields north of the
mountains. The road
over the High Atlas
climbs rapidly with heavy traffic negotiating precipitous hair-
pin bends and major roadworks. Towards the top, the cloud
cleared to reveal spectacular views across the deeply incised
valleys in Palaeozoic basement rocks.

The descent to Ouarzazate, dominated by red palaeosols of
Triassic and Jurassic age, winds down through increasingly
arid lower slopes into a broad valley between the High Atlas
and the Anti Atlas range to the south. Here we were in hot,
bright sunlight, a real contrast to the earlier part of the
journey. We skirted Ouarzazate to the south to stop by the
roadside near Ait Saoun, our first palaeontological site. Here,
the hillside is covered by an impressive array of Late
Precambrian (Ediacaran) stromatolites, thinly layered
mounds of dark coloured carbonate formed by algal growth
on the margins of ephemeral ponds some 600 million years
ago (See Figure 1). After a picnic lunch, we were soon on our
way as a long drive remained ahead of us.

Continuing south-east to Agdz, and on to Tazzarine, we left
behind the lowland Ouarzazate basin filled with Palaeogene
and Neogene sediments. The road climbed and wound
through a spectacular landscape of dry, barren hillsides
revealing the well-bedded and gently folded Palaeozoic
sandstones, shales and limestones that form the eastern end
of the Anti Atlas mountain range. Late in the afternoon, we

reached our hotel a few kilometres before the small town of
Alnif. By now, we really felt to be in desert country, the
northern fringes of the Sahara, with miles of dry, barren land
around us. David amused us with his systematic classification
of wind-blown polythene bags and electricity pylons; it’s
interesting what you can do to pass the time on a long

journey.
Alnif is the centre of

trilobite collecting and
preparation, and we
were to see some
amazing specimens.
First stop on Day 2,
was south towards
Fezzou and off-road to
the Jbel Issoumour
area. The long
escarpment rises from
the stony plain in the
baking heat. Stunted
shrubs are the only
vegetation. Towards
the crest of the hill and
disappearing off in the
distance to both north
and south at the same
level is a line of grey
spoil from a trench cut
into the Devonian
shales. This is the
work of the local
trilobite hunters and

has been quarried for a nearly continuous distance of around
12km. We were particularly looking for the nodules that
contain remarkably preserved three dimensional trilobites.
We were to be unsuccessful but fragmentary trilobites as well
as goniatites and other fossils were found in abundance on
the scree slopes.

Returning to Alnif, we had time to spend our money in the
fossil shops. The prepared trilobites were amazing,
particularly extremely spiny specimens that had been
extricated from the nodules with the delicate use of air
abrasive tools. A short drive north towards Ait-el-Farsi took
us to a Cambrian trilobite locality, this time worked by one
man and his son who lived just a short walk from the outcrop.
With a solar-powered pump for a water supply and a few
animals, the sale of fossils provides the only income for this
family. Fossil collecting for sale is actively encouraged by the
government in this region and provides an important source
of income in a place where work is difficult to find. Providing
that the collecting is by hand and not mechanised, no
commercial taxes or licence fees are payable, so the income
goes directly to the local workers. Wherever you stop,
however far you seem to be from the nearest habitation,
people will quickly show up on bicycles or motorbikes to show
off fossils in pizza boxes or bundles in newspaper. There are 

Field Meeting Report: Field Meeting Report: Morocco Morocco April, 2018April, 2018

Leaders:  Prof. David Martill Leaders:  Prof. David Martill University of PortsmouthUniversity of Portsmouth

Mr Mohammed Segaoui Mr Mohammed Segaoui Morocco GeotravelMorocco Geotravel .                       .                       By: David & Anne BoneBy: David & Anne Bone

Figure 1: Late Precambrian (Ediacaran) stromatolites; thinly
layered mounds of dark coloured carbonate formed by algal growth

on the margins of ephemeral ponds some 600 million years ago 
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some good bargains to be had and members
soon learnt to haggle over the price.
Before departing the Alnif area on Day 3, we
stopped at a fossil preparator’s workshop to
see the skill involved in extracting and finishing
the fossils for sale. Whilst not up to the health
and safety standards we would expect at
home, there was no doubting the expertise
within this local industry. A picnic lunch (one of
many provided by Moha and his two excellent
drivers) in a small oasis – gents behind the
palm trees to the right, ladies in the other
direction – we briefly stopped at a roadside
outcrop of Ordovician limestone, rich in
Orthoceras and goniatites. Before heading
south towards Merzouga and our next hotel,
we stopped in Rissani at a stone
cutter/polisher and shop. After being shown
around the works and given demonstrations,
we emerged into the shop. Polished stone
slabs, tables and ornaments of all sizes and
descriptions filled the room from floor to
ceiling. Grey Ordovician limestone with
Orthoceras and goniatites competed with
fossiliferous pale brown Devonian limestone.
Needless to say, quite a few purchases were made.
Arriving at Merzouga, alongside the dramatic sand dunes of
Erg Chebbi, the group was faced with a difficult decision as
the hotel only had room for half the group and the rest of the
group were booked into the hotel’s camp in the desert.
Volunteers were sought, short straws were drawn, who was
going to have to rough it overnight in the desert camp
amongst the dunes? Who wanted to ride a camel to get there,
who would prefer the 4-wheel drive? We were here for two
nights, so everybody could take their turn. The dunes rise
steeply immediately east of the village and are held in place
by alternating winds from the east and west. The campsite
amongst the dunes was a delight (though perhaps not for
everybody), open to the stars with an open fire and local live
music. Our “tent’ included a full-sized bed, electric light, flush

toilet, shower cubicle and separate wash room. Apparently,
all services are tucked away behind other dunes to be out of
sight and earshot.
Day 4 took the group on an excursion south towards Taouz,
not so far from the Algerian border and the Sahara Desert
beyond. Here, in this hot, dry and barren landscape, we
started the day on the Cretaceous Kem Kem beds and visited
dinosaur mines. The Kem Kem beds represent a mid-
Cretaceous sand-dominated fluvial system that gives way to
a mud-dominated Mississippi-like river delta, and finally a
shallow marine carbonate facies coinciding with the opening
of the south and central Atlantic Ocean and the separation of
Africa from South America and Africa. Common fossils include
teeth of the theropod dinosaur Spinosaurus, crocodilian teeth
and scutes, rostral ‘teeth’ of the saw-shark Onchopristis, and

many other complete and fragmentary
vertebrate fossils. Members collected many
fossils and did even better from the local lads
who soon arrived with their packages of fossils
for sale. The dinosaur ‘mines’ at the site we
visited were unsupported tunnels driven into
the hillside to follow the best fossil beds, not
somewhere for the safety conscious, or those
who suffer claustrophobia.
After lunch, further off-road driving took us
across country to a vanadinite mine. Parking
nearby, we approached the mine along a dry
stream valley littered with abandoned
fragments of quartz crystals and beautiful
botryoidal haematite. Specimens were picked
up and discarded as and when better
specimens were found. We were only allowed a
short way into the mine (high enough to just
stand upright) but enough to see mineral and
crystal masses in the walls and tunnel roof. The
mine is worked by hand for saleable specimens
of yellow-orange vanadinite crystals, a lead
vanadate chloride mineral. Of course, the best
specimens were those purchased for 

Figure 3: Local villagers selling specimens from the Cretaceous
Kem Kem beds, near Taouz. Photo; David & Anne Bone

Figure 2: Fossil preparator at work on a large slab of trilobites,
Alnif. Photo: David & Anne Bone.
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reasonable prices from the cardboard boxes that miraculously
appeared on trestle tables shortly after our arrival. Beautiful
pieces of glossy, black botryoidal haematite lay alongside
galena and vanadinite crystals; all very tempting!

The last stop on our return to Merzouga was a bed of grey
Silurian limestone outcropping along the valley floor.
Complete examples (stem, calyx and fronds) of the crinoid
Scyphocrinites elegans were to be seen in the rock but the
site was notable for the many crinoid ‘floats’ that could be
found on the outcrop. Up to around 150 mm across, these
lobe-like structures (called loboliths) are believed to be the
floats that supported this large crinoid species.

Departing Merzouga on Day 5, we headed north on the
backroads towards Erfoud and then off-road to the famous
Devonian Kes Kes mud mounds. Reaching an astonishing
55m height, these spectacular steeply conical peaks were
formed by microbially mediated precipitation of carbonate
around hydrothermal methane seeps above
underlying volcanic intrusive basalts. The
dominant fossils here are tabulate corals of
which many were to be found. After another
oasis-based picnic lunch, an unplanned stop
was made at a Bedouin camp that we passed.
Welcomed and shown around the tents with
an introduction to their nomadic way of life,
members of the group showed their thanks by
making small purchases of trinkets from the
children. Last stop before reaching the hotel
in Erfoud was another trilobite site with the
fossils preserved in a hard, grey Devonian
limestone. Many specimens were collected.

Driving a short distance from Erfoud on Day
6, we went off-road again in an area just
north of Merzane. Abandoned by the vehicles
on the broad valley floor, we first looked at an
Ordovician limestone outcrop that was being
extensively hand-quarried along the bed by
the locals for pieces of Orthoceras that could
be made into polished ornaments. A few
hundred metres south and into younger

rocks, we stopped at another bed that was
being actively mined for Scyphocrinites. Each
mine, often worked by a single man, is reached
via a hand-dug shaft into the fossiliferous bed
several metres below the surface. Galleries
then extend horizontally from where slabs of
the large crinoid are extracted in pieces. We
saw several of these with stem and calyx,
placed together like jigsaw puzzles, awaiting
collection on the surface. From here the slabs
go to preparators for reassembly and
treatment to produce large museum-quality
specimens.

Our walk continued south over the nearby
low hills, collecting Devonian goniatites,
brachiopods and other fossils from the scree
slopes, with competition from some friendly
local boys who decided to tag on and sell us
the fossils they were finding. The day ended
with a short drive to a wholesale fossil
warehouse, which included a large outdoor
area with trestle tables supporting all the
fossils you could possibly imagine (see

photograph by Di Clements in the previous issue of the GA
Magazine, Vol. 17, No. 2). We particularly liked the large
Ordovician jellyfish. Inside the two warehouses were
trilobites, ammonites, piles on the floor of loose goniatites,
brachiopods and corals, boxes of shark teeth and almost
everything else you could imagine. All for sale and at very
reasonable prices!

Leaving Erfoud promptly on Day 7, we first returned to the
stone cutter at Rissani where several members had
specimens trimmed to reduce luggage weight going home.
Our route was now taking us westwards on the return
journey, but the journey north to Asfla on the lower slopes of
the southern High Atlas via minor roads and tracks was an
interesting diversion. The men of this village mine the hillside
for Cretaceous ammonites, fish and reptiles that are perfectly
preserved in hard calcareous nodules. As the mines were a
long walk away, the group managed with an easy descent

Figure 4: Vanadinite mine, near Taouz. Photo: David & Anne Bone

Figure 5: Detail of Scyphocrinites on broken slab from underground
mining. Photo: David & Anne Bone
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from the hillside village into the farmed valley below, where
similar (but not as fossiliferous) rocks outcrop. Having seen
the geology, the group returned to the village to see the
phenomenal specimens that were being excavated. Many
purchases were made from backroom floors strewn with
fossils, including some nice fish and the ammonites
Mammites and Chofaticeras.

Returning to our westwards route, back towards
Ouarzazate and following the valley of the Dades River, we
came to the picturesque route known as the Valley of the
Roses (although the roses weren’t yet in flower). Here, we

diverted north along a deeply cut,
spectacular gorge in the lower slopes
of the High Atlas. Our hotel at Bou
Tharar was situated on a steep hillside
overlooking the valley, where we
watched a glorious sunset over the red
bed geology of the gorge. Next
morning, the group walked from the
hotel, across the valley with close-ups
of the rocks, to be picked up by the
vehicles further down the road.

From Bou Tharar it was a long return
journey back to Marrakech. In
Ouarzazate we saw (but didn’t stop)
for the film studios and their guided
tours, located here because of the
almost continuous sunshine. A picnic
lunch preceded our ascent back over
the Tichka Pass but we were delayed
for some time as the police had closed
the road for a cycle marathon. We
have a colleague who has cycled over
the High Atlas, not something for the
faint-hearted. Again, the weather was
wet on the north side of the High Atlas
and we missed the usually fine views

on the last stretch to Marrakech, and arrived much later than
expected.

Different people, different flights, so the group gradually
dispersed home, many with their maximum luggage weight
allowance. Some had carefully thought ahead and purchased
the maximum allowed! A successful trip, with special thanks
to our two leaders, David Martill and Moha Segaoui, as well
as the various drivers that so efficiently drove us between
sites. If you get the chance to go, the trip is well-
recommended but take plenty of Euros for those extra-special
purchases!

Figure 6: Example of delicately prepared trilobite Walliserops trifurcatus
from the Devonian nodule bed, Jbel Issoumour. Photo: David & Anne Bone

Figure 7: Group line-up after picnic lunch near Ouarzazate. David Martill, far left back row, and Mohammed
Segaoui, centre front row.  Photo: Ian Sutton
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The Geologists’ Association

Festival of Geology 2018
Free EventFree Event

Registered Charity 

No: 233199www.geologistsassociation.org.uk      www.rockwatch.org.uk 

SSaattuurrddaayy  33rrdd   --   44tthh   NNoovveemmbbeerr,,   22001188
UUnnii vveerrss ii tt yy   CCoo ll ll eeggee  LLoonnddoonn

GGoowweerr   SStt rreeeett   LLoonnddoonn  WWCC11  66BBTT

FESTIVAL FIELD TRIPS Sunday 4th November 2018

City Building Stones Walk - Diana Smith

Geotrail around Greenwich Park - London Geodiversity Partnership

Hadleigh Park Essex, newly conserved Bagshot

Sands exposure - Ian & Ros Mercer

EXHIBITORS FROM THE WORLD OF GEOLOGY:

Fossil & mineral displays, stonecraft, books, maps, geological equipment, 

jewellery, beads, Building Stones walk around UCL with Dr. Ruth Siddall, 

Photographic exhibition of GA’s competition entries, Tours of the UCL Earth 

Science Laboratories and more…

DISCOVERY ROOM: Join Rockwatch & others with activities for children of all 

ages.

GEOLOGICAL TALKS:

The Making of the Dinosaurs of China Exhibition- Dr Adam Smith

The breaking of a continent: magmas, volcanoes and earthquakes in the 

Ethiopian Rift - Dr David Fergusson

A Geological Tour Around the Early Solar System - Mr Tim Gregory from 

BBC Astronauts: Do You Have What It Takes?

Further details of all events and activities are on our websites 

MOON ROCKS - On loan from the Science & Technology 

Facilities Council - Presentations and short talks throughout 

the day
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GA Festival of Geology 2018
FESTIVAL TRIPS 3-4 November

Saturday 3 November Festival of Geology at UCL
 As part of the GA Festival we will be offering a free Building Stones Walk as well as 
free lectures. The walk will be led by Ruth Siddall of University College and will 
be a tour of the Campus and local streets. 
Meet 11.00 am at the GA stand. No advance booking required

Sunday 4 November Festival trips
Non-GA Members and Beginners welcome but booking is essential. There is a charge of £5 per person per trip
For further details and to register for any of the trips below please contact fieldtrips@geologistsassociation.org.uk  
or telephone 020 7434 9298. Full details will be sent nearer the time to those who book up.
Alternatively, you can also register online via the GA website: www.geologistsassociation.org.uk/festival.html  

1. Building Stones Walk from Hyde Park Corner station to Green Park Station led by Matt Loader

Last year Matt led us on a very informative walk around Sloane Square. 
This year he has chosen to take us from the underground station at Hyde 
Park Corner to Green Park Station. The area is noted for its war 
memorials, some with exotic stones which Matt will be able to tell us about.
Meet 10.45am at the entrance to Hyde Park tube station (Piccadilly line).
The walk will last around 2 hours allowing time for those who wish to go 
on walk 2 to get to Greenwich for 2pm. (Geotrail around Greenwich Park
via Jubilee/DLR).

2. Geotrail around Greenwich Park
led by members of the London Geodiversity Partnership

Within Greenwich park four different geological strata are represented 
with two others underlying the area closer to the Thames. The geology
will be discussed as well as aspects of how this area has been restless
in the past although all seems quiet now. The influence of the geology
on some of the features seen such as the steep slope, springs and fine
views will be explained. The walk starts from the Thames Path near the
Cutty Sark and goes through the Old Royal Naval College and past 
Queen’s House to enter Greenwich Park at Jubilee Gate. The trip is
about 5 km long, mostly on metalled paths but there are some steep
slopes.

3. Newly-conserved Bagshot Sand exposure in Hadleigh Country Park, Essex
led by Ros and Ian Mercer

A trip to interpret the Tertiary geology of south Essex as 
seen in the landscape of Hadleigh Country Park, 
demonstrating large scale rotational landslips in the 
London Clay and overlying Tertiary sandstones. It 
includes a visit to the new section in the Bagshot Sands, 
prepared by the Essex Rock & Mineral Society and 
GeoEssex. Access will be on foot around Hadleigh 
Country Park – a walking distance of around 2 miles 
over undulating, sometimes quite steep, ground, with an 
optional extension to Hadleigh Castle either on foot or by 
car. Ros & Ian are becoming very familiar with the soft 
rock geology of Essex, once described as “gardening” 
but they know better!  
Meet 11 am at The Hub, Hadleigh Country Park. 
Transfer to and from nearby Benfleet Station on the 
Southend C2C line will be arranged. Finish for main 
itinerary at 1.30pm with optional extension to Hadleigh 
Castle to finish at 3pm. Lunch and hot drinks available 
both at The Hub and at Hadleigh Castle Tearooms.
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Rockwatch NewsRockwatch News

By Susan BrownBy Susan Brown

Rockwatchers have been out and about in many parts of the
country making the most of the glorious summer weather. As
the junior club of the GA, we are really keen to encourage our
young members (and their parents!) to develop key field
skills, many of which are readily transferable to other areas
of their lives, whilst they are on our highly varied field trips. 

We had an excellent morning at The Etches Collection
Museum of Jurassic Marine Life in Kimmeridge, Dorset. This
superb museum houses Steve Etches’ personal collection of
more than 30 years of fossils he’s collected and curated from
the Kimmeridge sediments. Steve took the group round the
exhibits in the morning and shared all kinds of exciting
information about the collection, including some specimens
new to science he’d collected, which was a real treat. In fact
the group was so interested to hear Steve’s tales that they
really didn’t have enough time to fully explore other activities
that had been prepared for them. We were delighted to also
have George Raggett, a museum volunteer, with us all day. In

the afternoon we all went down to the beach where Steve,
George and Alan Holiday helped us to find some superb
ammonites firmly embedded in slabs of rock on the beach.
Steve also found an anaptychus, a rather rare fossil find.
They are thought to be part of an ammonite jaw apparatus
(function – possibly involved in feeding?) or involved in
opening the ammonite shell, rather like an operculum.
There’s still doubt about their function and as they are rarely
found preserved in situ, it’s hard to determine which
ammonite species aptychi come from.    

Further north, and still in the Jurassic, we visited the
Yorkshire Coast with Paul Hildreth and Mick Oates. The theme
Paul set was ‘Changing times, changing environments’
encouraging the youngsters to get their geo-detective hats
on and find evidence for changing environments in this area.     
We explored two sites: Burniston Wyke on the coast and

Betton Farm Quarry, a few miles inland, working out their

different depositional environments using the evidence from
fossils and sediments. At Burniston in the huge boulders and
blocks on the beach we found bedding surfaces some of
which had ripples on them indicating a shallow water
environment. Other blocks showed evidence of meandering
river channels, cross lamination in sandstones, fossil plants
and one (possible) dinosaur footprint. Unfortunately, the best
footprints had been removed from the beach a few weeks
earlier by persons unknown so have been lost for further
study and enjoyment. The children measured the length of
the print and from this were able to calculate the dinosaur’s
hip height and length. The evidence the children found at the
site helped them to work out that during the Middle Jurassic,
this area was a vegetated delta and braided river system with

Figure 2: Steve's anaptychus found on Kimmeridge
beach

Figure 3: Paul showing some ripple marks at
Burniston

Figure 1:  Steve and the group in the museum
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trace fossils such as dinosaur footprints. 
En route to Betton Farm Quarry we stopped in Hackness for

a group photograph to acknowledge William Smith’s time
spent there as Land Steward to Sir John Johnstone. Smith
produced his last, and marvelously accurate, geological map
of the Hackness estate during this period.

The environment at Betton Farm Quarry, an SSSI, was
completely different with evidence of Upper Jurassic deep
water deposits. There were large coral reef structures with
inter-reef facies containing a range of molluscs including
huge gastropods and bivalves such as oysters. We found a
number of small echinoids and vast numbers of their spines
in the many small bits of rock that had fallen off the main
structures as well as those seen in situ on the reefs. All the
youngsters and their parents had a great day and learnt how
to use the evidence they saw in the field to help them
determine different depositional environments in a relaxed
and enjoyable way.

On our annual Welsh weekend this year we had a splendid
time exploring the geology and scenery of St. David’s
Peninsular with Steve Howe and Sid Howells. We began the
visit at St. David’s, walking to Porth Clais along the coast
path, Sid explaining the geology en route, and with many
stops for photographs. We had an excellent view of the

Caerbwdy Sandstone (quarried for building stone) at the
entrance to Porth Clais harbour with a number of rock-
climbers in evidence. We checked the safety of a wonderful
‘clapper bridge’ over a small stream at the end of the harbour
and explored the old lime kilns and other indicators of former
industrial activities here. Then onwards to Ogof Golchfa
where we tried to work out its complex geology in the
company of a group of wild horses! Further along the coast
we reached Porthlyski with its huge range of beach pebbles,
mainly Precambrian volcanics (tuffs) and we made a fine
group collection of them on the beach and attempted to work
out their geological history.

The next day began at Porthgain. We learnt about its
industrial history which was closely linked to the geology of
the area. It was a busy industrial port with a brick works and
stone crushing plant. The famous Porthgain bricks were made
here from slate and clay wastes from nearby quarries then
transported by boat after firing. We climbed up the coast path
to see the slate quarry and the crushers and hoppers going
down the cliff to the kiln and harbour. The wastes were

crushed, rolled, sieved then sent down the chutes to the
brickworks where the mix was moistened, mixed again,
pressed into finished bricks then passed into a huge kiln
producing the bricks. The clay came from the nearby Pen
Clegyr quarry where hydrothermal fluids had altered
feldspars in the microdiorite to clays. The two quarries were
linked by a railway system which also connected with the
slate quarries of Abereiddy to transport wastes from all the
quarries to the brickworks at Porthgain. Porthgain appears to
be the only brickworks in Britain to have used slate waste in
brickmaking.

We continued our walk along the coast path to Abereiddy
noting the many inlets and headlands whilst trying to
understand and remember the geology! We soon spotted the
‘Blue Lagoon’ formerly St. Bride’s slate quarry, now flooded
and refreshed by the tides daily where the brave (or
foolhardy), jump into the 100ft deep blue pool from the slate
cliffs. Fascinating to watch them, but the graptolites in the
pebbles of Abereiddi beach beckoned so we headed down the
cliff path to begin searching for graptolites and were not
disappointed.  
A first for Rockwatch was a four night visit to the Isle of Eigg

in the Hebrides led for us by Angus Miller. It was a great 
Figure 5: Overlooking the entrance to Porth Clais

harbour with climbers on the Caerbwdy Sanstone on
the opposite cliff

Figure 4: Hackness with William Smith's photograph
and his horse

Figure 6: Sid testing the clapper bridge at Porth
Clais
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success and everyone really enjoyed this new venture. The
group all stayed at Glebe Barn Hostel and Angus and his wife
managed the catering which got lots of positive comments
from the group. The size of Eigg makes it a good place to
explore the geology, scenery and natural history over a small
area, and it’s all walkable! The group managed to do
everything they set out to do which included climbing An
Sgùrr. Sadly I was unable to join the trip and Angus has
offered to write it up for us which I have gratefully accepted,
so I will leave that exciting prospect until the next issue of
the magazine.
The last field trip to date was our annual residential week on

the Jurassic Coast of Dorset and East Devon. This year the
theme was economic geology. We had a relaxed first morning
with a walk to Chapman’s Pool looking for fossils and then by
minibus to Kimmeridge Bay to learn about the oil industry
with Alan Holiday. Here, up on the cliff top is the oldest
working oil pump or “nodding donkey” in the UK having
begun extracting oil in 1961 and still yielding some 65 barrels
daily. We then spent time on the beach looking at the cliffs to

understand the geology and search for fossils. There were
only a few finds, but everyone saw superb ammonites
embedded in the ledges on the beach, then it was time for ice
creams! Our second day was headed by Sam Scriven
exploring local quarries: the first was the disused Red Lane
quarry in Abbotsbury with its iron ore deposit, too high in
silica to be really economically viable. But Sam related a
gruesome local tale about the origin of the name! A walk to
Portesham Quarry along a disused railway track, through the
village and up to the quarry, with its super Stegosaurus metal
sculpture at the entrance to greet visitors! The rocks quarried
here were mainly used for building stone. The most
astonishing thing we saw here was a huge fallen thrombolite
(stromatolite) from the Purbeck beds which it’s thought had
originally surrounded a Jurassic coniferous tree. In the
afternoon we explored the West Weare on Portland to see
Titanites and were not disappointed. The youngsters were
amazed at the size of some of these fossils and it was well
worth the arduous climb to see them. Our final full day was
led by Aerona Moore and Simon Purves with a walk along the
cliff path from Leeson House to Swanage noticing the rock
formations and quarries en route. Matthew, a Leeson House
tutor, regaled us with stories of pirates, smuggling and

shipwrecks along this rocky coast at various points along the
way. After exploring Durlston we split into two groups, one
using the Zigzag path down to the beach to spot dinosaur
footprints, the other to the beach to swim. 
Every evening we had talks and interesting tasks to complete
led by Aerona and Simon and on the last night Richard
Edmonds gave a talk on his Durlston Crocodile find. On our
last morning we again split into two groups, one visiting the
Norden Ball Clay mine whilst the other went to Swanworth
Quarry where limstones are quarried and then swapping,
both sites completing our theme this year of economic
geology. 
It’s been a fascinating and busy time for Rockwatch this

summer and we are truly grateful for the superb help and
support we have had from so many colleagues to ensure that
our budding geologists get the most up-to-date
interpretations and high quality learning experience we are
able to provide, to nurture their interest in Planet Earth. A
huge THANK YOU to all of you.
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Pool

Figure 8: A very big gastropod at Betton Farm
Quarry
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Geologists' Association 

Geology Photographic 
Competition 2018 
Please note the closing date of Friday 14 September 2018

A great opportunity for imaginative photography!  Geology is all around us 
impacting on our daily lives.  It's in our shopping baskets, our homes and our 
streets as well as on mountains, volcanoes, beaches and quarries. 

Anyone can enter and your pictures may have  
been taken at any time. 

Send us your chosen photographs (up to 3) on any geological topic.  These 
will be put on display at the Festival of Geology, University College London 
on 3 November 2018. 

First Prize £100, Second Prize £50,  3rd Prize £25 

Entry forms are available on the GA website (click on the link on the 
homepage).  www.geologistsassociation.org.uk  
or by telephoning the GA office on 020 7434 9298. 

Your chance to have your picture in 
next year’s GA Calendar! 

Your entries will also be considered for inclusion in the 2019 
GA Calendar which will be on sale at the Festival of Geology. 
Pictures may also be published in the Geologists' Association 
magazine and used for publicising and promoting the work of 
the Association (full credit will be given). 
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